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Nomenclature

Nomenclature
Rate of moisture content based on the dry mass (%)

Mci

Initial weight of wood (g)
Oven dry weight of

(g)

Wl

Moisture loss after drying (g)

Wltot

Mass of moisture present into the wood wool based on the dry mass (g)

Gm

Specific gravity of the wood, based on moisture content (kg/m3)
Basic specific gravity (kg/m3)
Density of the wood fibers (kg/m3)

ρwf

Mass of the wood used in the manufacture of a laboratory scale plate (kg)
Volume occupied by wood wool, corresponding to the mass
Rate of volume of wood-wool corresponding to

(m3)

(%)

Volume of the board mold (m3)
Mass of fully saturated wood (green wood) (kg)

Wfs
%

Maximum rate of moisture into the strands (%)
Maximum moisture content (kg).

%

Rate of the pre-treatment moisture content into the fibers, based on the
maximum moisture content (%)
Amount of water applied in the pre-treatment(g)

WPT
%

Rate of pre-treatment water, based on the dry weight (%)
Binder volume (m3)

Av

Void volume into a wood wool hybrid board (m3)
Heat release measured during hydration of hybrid system (J/g)
Heat release, based on the behavior of the individual binder (J/g)

!

Density of the water (kg/m3)

!"

Density of the binder (kg/m3)

w

Water demand (kg)

b

Binder mass (kg)
Water/binder ratio (-)

#

(1 − #)

Packing density (-)
Porosity (-)
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Nomenclature
RH

Relative humidity (%)

Subscript
WWC

Wood wool composites

WWCB

Wood wool cement board

WWHB

Wood wool hybrid board

WWAB

Wood wool alkali activated board

OPC

Ordinary Portland cement

LP

Limestone powder

BFS

Blast furnace slag

FA

Fly ash

BA

Bottom fly ash

MSWI

Municipal solid waste incineration ash

AAB

Alkali activated binder

HS

Hybrid system

Q

Eco-binder Quick

N

Eco-binder Normal

G

CEM I 52.5 R

GII

CEM II 42.5 N BV

GIII

CEM III A 52.5 N

K

White clinker

W

CEM I 52.5 R W

CFB

Cement fiber board

CBPB

Cement bonded particle board

SP

Superplasticizer

WA

Water absorption

PT

Pre-treatment
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Introduction

1 Introduction
Wood-wool composites (WWC) are created by wood particles with inorganic binder and water.
Nowadays, a large portion of the WWC market is using Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) as
binder, generating medium-high density boards (WWCB) (400-450 kg/m3). These boards can
have various properties but they are mostly applied as a sound absorbing material with 60-120
minutes of fire resistance, depending on the density of the board.

1.1 Research motivation
Disadvantages of OPC application
The use of OPC within WWCB provides many advantages, like a high mechanical strength and
a long service life. This property is due to the aging of the boards in an external environment
and the consequent weathering, which causes a densification of the matrix around the fibers,
known as “mineralization” (Semple & Evans, 2004). The further formation of hydration
products within the core of the cellulose fibers, and perhaps also in the fiber cell wall, leads to
an increment of strength and stiffness of the panel (Bentur, 1989). Besides these, the OPC
ensures small dimensional changes of the WWCB, allowing also outdoor applications
(Simatupang & Geimer, 1992).
Meanwhile, the manufacture of WWCB also involves some negative aspects. It contributes by
8% of the global annual CO2 emissions, as the OPC production develops around 1 ton of CO2 for
each ton of cement (Provis & Bernal, 2014). Its transport and production increase also the
consumption of fossil fuel, as well the nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides (SOx) emissions,
contributing to the development of the Greenhouse effect (Graham, 2003). On the other hand,
the reutilization of by-products is necessary. For the most part, the economy operates as an
open systems, where raw materials are continuously provided, returning in unused byproducts in form of waste. As long as the main attention will be focused on the single process,
the larger systemic processes, as accumulation of harmful materials will not be solved
(Ehrenfeld & Gertler, 1997).
Furthermore, the compatibility between cement and wood is still a studied matter. Soluble
extractives, of the wood-wool, could retard, but even impede, the hardening process of the
cement. This phenomenon could be easily observed by monitoring the heat release versus time
during the exothermal hydration of the cement. For instance, analyzing the trend, it is possible
to evaluate the retarding influence of glucose. Simatupang (1992) shows that the absence of
peaks corresponding to the consumption of specific phase in the cement (C3S and C3A) or their
shift is an evidence of this phenomenon. This inhibitory effect of the wood on the cement is
mainly due to substances such as: hemicelluloses, starches, sugars, phenols, contained in the
wood fibers, which dissolves in the high alkaline environment of the hydration process (Fan et
al., 2012). Therefore, the wood is stored and treated, in order to reduce the inhibitory effect and
increase the compatibility between cement and wood.
Alkali activated binders (AAB)
In order to reduce the environmental impact caused by cement manufacture, some alternative
mineral composites are already used as partial replacement of cement. Among them, Fly ash
(FA), Granulated Blast Furnace Slag (BFS) and Limestone powder (LP) are widely applied. Due
to their low reactivity, these alumino-silicate materials reactions (FA or BFS) can be accelerated
by using an alternative system, based on alkali hydroxides or silicates. This, so called, alkali
activated system allows the transformation of partially or totally amorphous materials in a
9
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well-cemented composite. Based on the nature of their cementitious components the alkali
activated system can be classified in two categories:
1) Model A: The composition of the binder involves materials rich of Calcium (Ca) and
Silica (Si), activated by low or mid concentration of the activator. The main reaction
product is described as C-A-S-H gel, an alternative form of C-S-H gel, where the
Aluminium (Al) is included in the structure.
2) Model B: The composition of the involved materials is based on Si and Al, activated by
high concentration of activator. Aggressive working conditions for the reaction of this
binder are required, like a highly alkaline environment and curing temperatures of 60200°C. During this alkaline activation an inorganic alkaline polymer is created, termed
N-A-S-H gel, regarded as a zeolitic precursor (Garcia-Lodeiro & Palomo, 2015).
Owing to their reduced environmental impact compared to OPC (FA manufacture produces 4
kg CO2/ton while OPC 930 kg CO2/ton), the use of AABs could be a suitable solution, to spread
the use of WWCs all over the world. Surely, these materials can represent a good opportunity
for those countries where sawn wood is not available for building construction, so to reduce
the pressure on the existing forest resources (Ajayi, 2006).
However, the application of alkalis do not always guaranteed a low CO2 footprint (waterglass
developed 400 kg/CO2 per ton of material produced), as well as a cheap cost. Moreover, the use
of an alkali-activated binder in organic composites is not straightforward because of the
aggressive condition of its reaction (high pH), which can decompose the organic compounds
(Ridout, 2013). Contrary to cement, where pH of the solution turns slowly into pH > 12, the
AABs need to start with a dissolution process at high pH. Nevertheless, these reaction
conditions of the AAB could damage irreparably the wood fibers, causing a reduction in the
mechanical strength.
In this study, an alkali activated binder (AAB) provided by Van Gansewinkel minerals is used,
composed of industrial minerals which are selected based on their mineral composition (Ecobinder). Due to the reduced amount of the pre-manufactured alkalis included in the Eco-binder,
this AAB has a lower environmental impact, compared to OPC. Furthermore, the choice of
introducing this AAB is related to: (1) a low pH characterizing the reaction process, not common
in the alkali activated systems; (2) the reutilization of industrial minerals; (3) the reduced CO2
footprint of the binder, due to its composition (10 times lower than OPC); (4) the possible
increase of thermal absorbing properties, due to its lower amount of chemically bound water.

1.2 Main purposes
This study aims to analyze the application of AABs in wood-wool cement boards (WWCB). The
use of alkali binders working with a low pH is required, in order to avoid the damage of the
wood fibers. The combination of these binders with Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) is also
taken into account, evaluating the efficiency of this so called “Hybrid System” (HS). Its hydration
mechanism and reaction products are investigated, to provide an optimum rate for cement
replacement, while respecting the strength and insulation performances of the WWCB. Finally,
the influence of wood-wool in the reaction mechanism of the hybrid binders is studied, ensuring
the efficiency of the reaction of the alkali binder and the maximization of its mechanical
strength performance.
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1.3 General methodology
The Eco-binder is an AAB provided by Van Gansewinkel, developed by incineration of byproducts. The Eco-binder has two versions: Normal (N) and Quick (Q) with unknown chemical
composition and alkali activators (which are mixed in solid form with the binders). The
differences between versions N and Q are analyzed by testing and comparing their chemical
and physical features. The aim of this analysis is to evaluate the optimal AAB to apply during
the board manufacture, so as to maximize the properties of the final products. Furthermore, the
influence of different type of cement in combination with these AABs are also evaluated,
defining the optimal combination. Due to its complexity, the analysis requires the filling of
knowledge gaps about the AAB.
Physically, the AAB (Q and N), the CEM I 52.5 R White (W) and CEM I 52.5R (G) will be analyzed
by defining their density, shape, color, BET surface area and chemical composition.
Furthermore, the calculation of water absorption, particle size distribution (PSD) are also
performed. The combination of the AAB with additional compounds is evaluated (HS). Using
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), the particles geometry and hydration products are
investigated, to better understand the AAB behavior in the HS.
Chemically, information about the released heat flow during the reaction could provide data
necessary for the evaluation of the final reaction products. The activation process of the
binders, the effect of the introduction of a retarder as well as the presence of additional
compound like LP is studied. The study of crystalline reaction products and their formation will
be evaluated previously without the presence of wood, by using XRD. This could suggest which
role they have into the development of the mechanical strength and insulation properties of a
wood-wool hybrid board (WWHB). Although their presence can be supposed by analyzing the
crystalline reaction products, the amorphous phases, as metakaoline are not investigated.
Finally, the information collected will be used for the manufacture of the WWHB. The creation
of an applicative board depends on many factors, concerning both the wood and the binder. In
this study the used wood specie is Norway Spruce, since it causes minimal inhibitory effects
related to cement hydration (Stephan et al., 2012). The board design requires many steps from
the treatment of wood-wool fibers, to the homogeneous distribution of the binder, until the
following placement of the product in molds and curing conditions. The manufacture of boards
by using AAB is initially done by following the standard procedure for WWCB. However, the
application of an alternative type of binder can involve different reaction dynamics. For these
reasons the main aims of this study are:
1. The comprehension of the role of wood-wool in the hydration process and definition of
behaviors which can impede the correct reaction of the HS, with high replacement of
OPC (till 70%).
2. The analysis of the effects of this behavior on the AAB reaction and quantification of the
impact in the board manufacture.
3. The correction of the wood influence by defining an optimal recipe in case of presence
of AAB in WWHB.
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2 Alkali activated binders and Hybrid systems
Although the application of AAB as an alternative for OPC has been known since 1908, from
1990s fundamental researches have been raised all over the world. The first application of AAB
has been patented by a German chemist and engineer, with a combination of vitreous slag and
an alkali sulfate or carbonate, leading to performances comparable with OPC (Provis, 2014).
From then on, the wide applicability and the great availability of prime materials, make the
research in this field develop in more than 100 research centers, all over the world. A general
overview is provided into Chapter 2, concerning the type of prime materials (solid precursors),
the activators and possible combination of these AABs with the cementitious systems.

2.1 Alkali activated materials
“Alkali activated binders” are a general classification identifying an alkali metal source (solid or
dissolved) reacting with a solid silicate powder. Among the suitable solid materials there are
calcium silicate usually in form of conventional clinkers, alumino-silicate-rich precursor such
as slag, or natural pozzolans such as metakaoline or, fly ash and bottom ash. The activator can
be generalized as any soluble compound able to provide metal cations, to raise the pH of the
mixture and stimulate the dissolution of the solid precursor. Geo-polymers are classified as a
subset of the AAB, mainly characterized by alumino-silicate materials (Model B).
Activators
The activation of AAB can be stimulated by different compounds, involving various reaction
processes. The reacted paste properties and reaction process are directly linked with the type
of activator used as well as the type of raw materials applied.
Alkali hydroxides
Most common alkali hydroxides used for the activation of AAB are NaOH and KOH, but also
lithium (Li), rubidium (Rb) and caesium (Cs) are applied (Provis, 2014). Among the numerous
advantages, the activation by hydroxides ensures a high viscosity of the paste and an elevated
heat release during the initial period of the reaction. Compared to other activations, these
hydroxides are able to maintain longer in the liquid phase, allowing an easier application in
concrete, due to the higher workability. On the other hand, the high amount of heat released
during the phase changes from solid to liquid state, can improve the final reaction products of
the binder. The high heat release increases the dissolution of the particles providing an
acceleration in the reaction and a higher strength at early stages (Bakharev et al., 1999). The
evaluation of the heat release during the reaction has to be evaluated, since it can lead to
problems in an industrial context. This type of hydration is working at a high pH (13-14).
Alkali silicates
As in case of alkali hydroxides, the metals mostly used in this activation are Na and K, due to
the lower cost and greater availability compared to lithium (Li) and rubidium (Rb). The
environmental impact of these activators is high, since they are produced via calcination and
dissolution in water, leading to a great CO2 emissions and energy consumption. Compared to
OPC, the CO2 footprint of those activators is much lower due to the smaller dosage applied
during the binder activation. One of the most applied alkali silicates is Na2SiO3, available in
liquid form with Na2O/SiO2 ratio between 1.60 and 3.3 (modulus). The dissolution process of
Na2SiO3 is an endothermic reaction, where the solubility of the vitreous silicates decreases
when the modulus increases.
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Moreover, if:
•
•

Modulus < 2, the dissolution is defined as a congruent process. This means that the
dissolution of the anhydrous Na2SiO3 becomes constant within 5 minutes, even if the
complete dissolution is reached at 10 minutes.
Modulus > 2 the reaction process is highly complicated and not completely understood.
The dissolution is affected by many parameters such as temperature, water binder ratio,
glass particles size and presence of additives or impurities (Shi et al., 2006).

The reaction mechanism is based on a high pH, where increasing the amount of silicates lead
also to an increase of the viscosity. The high pH conditions are necessary for stabilizing the
alkali silicate solution, enhancing the coagulation and gel formation during the reaction (Shi et
al., 2006). The introduction of a high silicates paste, more than potassium ones, can be difficult,
because the mixture tends to stick to the manufacture equipment, in addition to the aggregates
particles (Provis & Bernal, 2014). Finally, the alkali silicate solution has a wide application as
accelerator for concrete pastes. The soluble SiO2 results immediately available for the
formation of C-S-H gel, by the dissolution of portlandite. Moreover, the alkalis associated to the
solution results in an increasing pH, and a further acceleration of the reaction. However, the
consequent reduction of the setting times does not improve the final bending strength of the
paste at 28 days (Larosa-Thompson et al., 1994).
Alkali carbonates
An activation characterized by a much lower environmental impact is the activation by
carbonates. Among the alkali carbonates Na2CO3 (soda ash) is the most used, due to its
availability on the market and the low price (250 euros/ton compared to 500 euros/ton of
NaOH). Depending on the density and on particle size distribution two types of Na2CO3 can be
distinguished: light soda ash (bulk density 510-620 kg/m3) and dense soda ash (bulk density
960-1060 kg/m3) (Shi et al., 2006). The production of the carbonates takes place by a Solvay
process or from mining of carbonate salt deposits. However, due to the lower alkalinity of this
solution, the applicability of this compound is limited to a specific group of raw materials. The
reaction based on alkali carbonates is slow and has to take into account the phenomenon of
carbonation, since even the minimal extent of carbonate hydrolysis can lead to the formation
of bicarbonate crystals or efflorescence of white carbonate (Provis & Bernal, 2014). This
phenomenon can be also observed in AAB with excessive concentration of hydroxide solutions,
if alkalis reacts with the atmospheric CO2. Depending on the type of sodium carbonate
(anhydrous or hydrated) and its concentration different thermal properties are shown. While
the presence of sodium carbonate hydrated (Na2CO3.2H2O) causes an exothermic reaction, the
reaction of anhydrous soda ash (Na2CO3) absorbs heat. Moreover, the higher the salt
concentration, the greater the heat of dissolution (Shi et al., 2006).
Alkali sulfates
The activation by using sulfates is commonly used, due to the satisfactory performances
characterizing the binder in the end of the reaction. Moreover, the alkali sulfates salts are
produced by mining, source estimated to be more than 109 tones, worldwide. Alkali sulfate
activation is based on the ability of sulfates to react with alumina oxides, by producing ettringite
(Poon et al., 2001). The activation by sulfate is mainly applied in lime-Blast Furnace Slag
cements, as it enhances the final strength by promoting the formation of ettringite and
monosulfate (AFm) phases, more than C4AH13, typical reaction product for lime-BFS cement
(Shi et al., 2006). This activation influences the rate of ionization of cementitious compounds
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as well as the rate of crystallization of the reaction products. Moreover, the presence of strong
anion in the sulfate solution (-SO4) tends to increase the solubility of the calcium ions, affecting
the setting time of the cement (Kumar & Rao, 1993).
On the other hand, the sulfate activation can also be applied on alumino-silicate sources, such
as metakaoline or calcined clay in combination with small amount of lime or Portland cement
clinker (Provis & Bernal, 2014). Placed in a sulfate solution, the hydration process of C3A differs
from the natural reaction in presence of water. The reaction products and the setting speed are
directly linked with the amount of lime, alumina silica and sulfate available in the mixture
(Kumar & Rao, 1993). Finally, the viscosity of the paste is suitable for the application in
industrial contexts, as it is 5 times higher than the water ones (Provis & Bernal, 2014).
Model A - High calcium content binders
A high calcium content system is characterized by raw materials where SiO2 + CaO > 70%,
activated under moderate alkaline conditions (Pacheco-Torgal et al., 2014). One of the most
common prime materials used for this system is blast furnace slag (BFS), but also bottom ash,
steel slag or municipal solid incineration waste. Generally in those systems, the main reaction
product formed is an aluminum substituted C-A-S-H gel, but it develops also secondary
products such as ettringite or monosulfate, hydrotalcite or zeolite, depending on the activation
type (Provis & Bernal, 2014). Due to the complexity and the variety of raw materials and
activators types, a more detailed study will be performed concerning BFS, and a brief
introduction will be provided below about pozzolan and secondary by-products, such as BFS,
bottom ash (BA) and municipal waste materials.
Blast furnace slag
The BFS is 90-95% composed by crystalline phases, where the CaO and SiO2 amount is
characterized around the 60-75% of the total amount of oxides into the paste. The reactivity of
the BFS is usually connected to the amount of glassy structure into the paste. Although the
glassy structure is essential for the reactivity, Pal et al. (2003) states that a high glass content
will not surely mean a high reactive slag, since there is a not direct correlation between the
glassy structure and slag hydraulicity. Also with 30-65% glass content, BFS is still providing
good strength performances.
Figure 2.1.1 displays the formation of reaction products during alkaline activation of BFS. The
main reaction product formed is a C-A-S-H gel, although the nature of the secondary products
is directly linked with the use raw materials, activator type and concentration, pH level of the
solution and curing conditions in which the material hardens (Pacheco-Torgal et al., 2014). A
general overview concerning the reaction products is displayed in Table 2.1.2.
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[Si4+]

[Ca2+]
[Al3+]
[OH-]
Figure 2.1.1: Theoretical model about the reaction process of alkali activated BFS (Taylor, 1997).
Table 2.1.2: Overview of the main reaction products of cementitious and AABs (Garcia-Lodeiro I. et al., 2015).
OPC
Primary
Reaction
product

Secondary

Alkaline cement
(Na,K)2O-CaO-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O

(Na,K)2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O

C-S-H

C-A-S-H

N-A-S-H

Ca(OH)2

Hydrotalcite

Zeolites:

AFm

Mg6Al2CO3(OH)164H2O

Hyrdoxysodalite

AFt

C4AH13 CASH8

Zeolite P, Na-

C4AcH11 C8Ac2H24

Chabazite, Zeolite Y, Faujasite

C=CaO, Si=SIO2, A=Al2O3, N=Na2O, H=H2O, c=CO2

C-A-S-H gel is the main product developed during the reaction of high-calcium content alkaline
binders. C-A-S-H gel chains are longer than C-S-H gel chains in OPC, and contrary to OPC gel,
they include aluminum in the structure. Recent studies reveal that in some cases the application
of NaOH as activator can also modify the gel structure. The replacement of Si+4 with Al+3
generates a disequilibrium into the chain, filled consequently by the Na+ ions (Puertas et al.,
2014). The new gel formation is defined as C-(N)-A-S-H gel. The combination of BFS with NaOH
leads to the formation of Afm phases, while the hydrocalcite is developed with the application
of the same activator, but by using BFS with a high MgO content. The most commonly used
activator for BFS are sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium silicate (Na2O.rSiO2), sodium
carbonate (Na2CO3) and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4). Generally, all those alkaline activators are
characterized by anions easily reacting with Ca2+. The activation of BFS takes place within a
specific pH range, since the calcium solubility decreases at a high pH (Provis & Bernal, 2014).
The activation at high pH is possible (applying NaOH), but improved bending strength is
provided by applying an activator based on a lower pH reaction, like a silicate or carbonate
activator (Ben et al., 2011). The species with a high amount of silicate (provided by the
activator) reacts with Ca2+ cations, forming a denser C-A-S-H gel. For these reasons high silica
content activator favors the reaction of a high calcium content binder, compared to high
alumina content ones.
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Municipal solid waste incineration ash and Bottom FA
Municipal solid waste incineration ash (MSWI) is a slightly pozzolanic ash, activated also by
alkalis. However, it contains heavy metals and chlorides, therefore it needs to undergo
treatments before being applied.
Bottom ash (BA) is obtained by the coal- fired boilers and it is characterized by coarser particles
compared to FA. Its application in AAB is possible, although grinding is necessary before the
application of the activator. The particles are extremely porous and characterized by irregular
shapes. Figure 2.1.3 displays SEM pictures of the FA and BA particle structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1.3: Visual comparison between (a) Class F Fly ash (b) Bottom ash. (Pittsburg Mineral and Environmental
technology, PMET 2015).

One of the main problems connected to this material is its high content of heavy metals, which
can have a negative impact in the construction application. Differences between FA and BA
occur due to the use of different combustion temperatures (900°C instead of >1300°C) (Provis
& Bernal, 2014). Evaluating the performances, FA mortars provide a higher bending strength
compared to BA. In order to achieve a good degree of polymerization, BA needs a higher amount
of activator, for dissolving alumina and silica. The porosity and water demand of those particles
is also a further reason for the limited strength performances of this AAB (Chindaprasirt et al.,
2009).
Model B - Low calcium content binders
Low-calcium content systems were initially studied because of their good resistance against
fire, as well as OPC replacement. Among the most applied types of low calcium AAB, FA (class
F) and metakaoline are included. Generally, they present a high disordered structure,
characterized by a high alumina content. As far as the reaction products is concerned, Palomo
et al., (1999) defines similarities between the zeolite formation process and the activation of
metakaoline and FA, such as concentration of chemical species (OH-), temperature and curing
time and type of alkaline elements. From these parallelisms, the reaction products of
metakaoline and FA have been defined as zeolitic precursors, a nano-size zeolite-like structural
unit, in addition of crystalline zeolite, embedded into the gel (Provis & Bernal, 2014). The high
water content and temperatures favor the formation of crystalline products. These crystalline
phases are mainly developed during the activation of low calcium binders, in case of activation
with alkalis containing Na. The gel developed is composed of tetrahedral aluminum and silicon
atoms forming a highly bonded structure. The most common activators applied in case of lowcalcium content binders are alkali hydroxides in liquid form, in particular NaOH. Comparative
studies with other hydroxide activators as KOH testify the higher content of reaction products
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developed in case of NaOH activation. Generally, the application of these alkalis in solid form,
by dissolution in water, generates a too high degree of heat release, developing thermal stress
within the gel structure.
Fly ash
Although there are some key factors affecting their reactivity, most of the FA types are suitable
to be activated like silica content, vitreous phase and particle size distribution.

Figure 2.1.4: Reaction mechanism of FA, activated by alkali activator. a) Plerosphere type FA particles,
characterized by the presence of Cenoshpere particles inside the main core, b) Dissolution process of FA particles,
c) Polymerization phase, with the penetration of the activator into the plenoshere, d) formation of a dense gel
structure, including partially reacted particles.

The reaction mechanism of FA can be divided in 2 main steps, summarized in Figure 2.1.4.
1) Nucleation: The vitreous alumino-silicate component of FA dissolves in the alkaline
solution favoring the formation of initial amount of alumino-silicate gel. This phase is
largely affected by thermodynamic and kinetic parameters (Fernández-Jiménez et al.,
2005). This initial step can be further divided in two subgroups:
• Dissolution
During the dissolution the vitreous components of the FA
dissolve in the alkaline solution, forming ionic species, as displayed in Figure
2.1.4 (b). The consumption of the external core of the particle leads to the
exposition of smaller FA particles to the alkaline attack. The increasing pH favors
the dissolution of Al and Si particles, followed by a fast heat released. The
dissolution rate of FA is mainly affected by the pH level of the system, as well
other experimental conditions, such as activator type.
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•

Polymerization FA dissolved particles precipitates in form of alumino-silicate
gel (Fernández-Jiménez et al., 2006). The penetration of the alkaline solution into
the FA particle favors the formation of reaction products into the core, forming a
denser matrix, as indicated in Figure 2.1.4 (c). The development of reaction
products in time is based on the formation of a meta-stable/intermediate Al-rich
phase, evolving later in a stable Si-rich phase (Palomo et al., 2004).
2) Growth: It is characterized by the formation critical size nuclei, and the consequent start
of crystals growth formation. Due to the low “alkaline solution/FA” ratio, this phase
results in a really slow process. The precipitation time affects the crystallinity of the
products structure: a fast reaction (high amount of alkalis) leads to amorphous reaction
products, generating the so called “zeolite precursor” (Fernández-Jiménez et al., 2005).
Among the consequences of the initial fast precipitation, the coverage of unreacted FA
particles by the gel formation is the most critical one. This crust prevents the contact
between those FA particles and the alkali activator, impeding their activation and
reducing the reaction rate.
Although the necessity of calcium source, the activation by sulfate is also possible for FA and
it leads to improved mechanical strength performances.
The alumina content into the FA influences remarkably the reactivity of the mixture. This is
mainly depending on its reactive nature, which results in a higher amount of Al(OH)4- ions
released during the activation. Dissolution studies associate this behavior to the presence
of an aluminum deficient layer around the particles, which promotes the stoichiometric
release of silicon and aluminum (Duxson et al., 2005). Therefore, the higher the Al content,
the larger will be the amount of alumina particles released during the whole reaction. On
the other hand, a low alumina content releases most of the Al particles in the initial
dissolution, leaving a low Al availability for the further reaction products formation (Provis
& Bernal, 2014).

2.2 Environmental impact
Ordinary Portland Cement is the second most-used commodities worldwide after water, with
an annual production of around 2.9 billion of tons. Due to the high environmental impact many
studies are performed about this topic. Among them, Damtoft et al. (2008) defines an
optimization of the OPC manufacture for the minimization of its CO2 footprint. The application
of bio fuel and alternative raw materials for the production of the binder (replacement of OPC
with LP, BFS and FA) can lead to a maximum reduction in the CO2 emission of 17% (Damtoft et
al., 2008). Although the improved achievement, the reduction of the OPC carbon footprint needs
to be further reduced.
Among the advantages of an AAB application, the much low environmental impact compared
to Ordinary Portland Cement plays an important rule. The main difference between AAB and
cement production is the avoidance of a high temperature calcination step, during the synthesis
of FA or BFS. Although the minimal environmental impact of the production of those prime
materials (Provis, 2014), the use of hydroxide or silicate activation does reintroduces some
greenhouse effect (Duxson et al., 2007). Based on the carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-e) an
evaluation of the CO2 footprint of OPC and some alkali activators can be done. CO2-e is a term
for describing different greenhouse gasses in a common unit. For any quantity and greenhouse
gas type, CO2-e signifies the amount of CO2 which will have the same global warming potential
(GWP) (Brander & Davis, 2012). Therefore, calculations of CO2-e emitted (kg CO2-e/Kg) is based
on the sum of the contribution belonging to CO2, CH4, NO2 and synthetic gasses emissions,
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developed during a specific activity and taking into account the embodied energy of the
material. NaOH carbon footprint is mainly depending on its manufacture. It is produced with
chlorine through the color alkali process (processing alkalis with electrolysis). On the other
hand, Na2SiO4 is produced by melting silica and sodium carbonate (Turner & Collins, 2013).
Figure 2.2.1 displays the estimated CO2-e value corresponding to the environmental impact of
their manufacture.

Figure 2.2.1: CO2 foot print comparison among AAB and OPC systems (Turner & Collins, 2013).

The values above take into account the CO2-e for the materials manufacture. However, their
impact has to be evaluated by considering the amount that it is applied for the finalization of
the main product. Although the alkali activators are characterized by high environmental
impact, the quantity necessary for the activation of AAB will be minimal compared to the use of
OPC. Moreover, the manufacture of concrete involves not only cement, but also an additional
amount of aggregates contributing to the increment of the CO2-e impact for this material. In
case of AAB the real saving lies in the use of sustainable raw materials, as FA. The utilization of
these prime materials will provide improvements connected to the removal of materials from
landfill, and to the incorporation of waste materials in a high fraction than for OPC. The
activation in absence or low amount of water reduces the cost of the binder (lower cost of
potable water), as well as AAB technology provides an alternative utilization of the waste
streams (Peter Duxson et al., 2007). Further developments of this technology can lead to the
application of binding systems based on the partial or total replacement of OPC, reducing to the
minimum the OPC content and also its environmental impact.

2.3 Hybrid systems
Hybrid systems are combinations of binders belonging to the two categories previously
mentioned: high calcium content binder (AAB and OPC) and low calcium content binders,
products of the alkaline activation of materials with CaO, SiO2 and Al2O3 contents higher than
20%. Among the hybrid systems, the combination of OPC and FA in different ratios is the most
studied. In these complex binders many are the factors influencing the final products, such as
reaction conditions, type of activator and its concentration, chemical composition of the prime
materials and curing process (if necessary) (Garcia-Lodeiro et al., 2015).
Co-precipitation of reaction gels
As already mentioned, the alkaline activation of high and low calcium content binder leads to
different reaction products: in case of BFS the C-S-H gel typical of OPC results in a C-A-S-H gel,
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where Al is included in the structure and for high alumina content binder (FA or Metakaoline)
it forms N-A-S-H gel, a zeolite precursor.
During the reaction of a hybrid cement the gels belonging to different binders interact together,
undergoing structural and compositional changes in the process (Garcia-Lodeiro et al., 2011).
Palomo et al. (2007) evaluates the influence of activator during the gel formation by applying
to a hybrid system 70% FA and 30% OPC, two different alkali activators. The bending strength
performances of these systems were affected by the type of activator, testifying differences in
reaction products of the two systems. Generally, the OPC hydration is affected by the alkaline
concentration (OH- concentration) and on the rate of available soluble silica. Moreover, a
remarkable influence is played by the pH level of the system as well as the high calcium content,
which favors the C-A-S-H over N-A-S-H gel formation. The excessive level of pH can cause the
precipitation of all the reactive calcium as portlandite (Provis & Bernal, 2014).
OPC + Alumino-silicate source + alkalis
The impact of an alkalis in the cement hydration has been already deeply studied. However, the
influence created by the introduction of an alumino-silicate source can be analyzed for
evaluating which strength contribution is provided by this additional compound. The reaction
products developed in presence of an alumino-silicate source differs from the OPC in terms of
formation of AFt and AFm. The high concentration of Na+ ions from the hydroxide or sulfate
activator favors the AFm structured alkali-substituted “U-phase” over the ettringite. Highly
alkaline environment also limit the dissolution of Ca(OH)2, as well as the introduction of sodium
silicate can accelerate the hydration process of OPC. Generally, sodium silicate and sodium
sulfate are identified as the most effective chemical activators, achieving an increased
mechanical strength till 100%, by adding 3% by mass of binder of activator.
Moreover, an important role in the gel formation is played by the heat released during the
cement hydration. In case of alkali binder characterized by FA, its activation at ambient
temperature is accelerated by the clinker presence, which provides additional energy to the
reaction stimulating the ash dissolution, and increasing the reaction products amount. Under a
chemical point of view, the FA is chemically involved in the hydration of OPC. The high
production of Ca(OH)2 during OPC reaction is consumed by the FA in its pozzolanic reaction
(Narmluk & Nawa, 2011).
Garcia-Lodeiro et al., (2013) analyzes the kinetic of a hybrid binder (70% FA and 30% OPC)
activated by different alkalis. Figure 2.3.1 displays the activation kinetic for hybrid cement
activated by Na2CO3 or NaOH+Na2SiO4.
The activation by NaOH and waterglass is characterized by a higher pH compared to Na2CO3
activation. This conditions favors the formation of portlandite, formed in correspondence of the
peak detected in the period II as well as the precipitation of the cementitious gel. The formation
of portlandite can be limited by the calcite formation, since it reduces the availability of Ca2+
ions in the medium. Due to the higher solubility of compounds as Ca or Al, the amount of Si in
the system is remarkably high. This leads to the formation of mix gel, whose proportion
depends on the Ca and Al availability content, in that environment. The gel precipitation is
localized around FA particles.
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Figure 2.3.1: Possible product formation of blended cement in early activation stages of a) 70-30 HS activated by
NaOH + Na2SiO3 (pH 13.5) and b) 70-30% HS activated by Na2CO3 at pH=11.6 (Garcia-Lodeiro et al., 2013).

The application of Na2CO3 as activator, provides a solution containing CO2- . The two peaks
localized into the period Ia are associated to the carbonate precipitation. Moreover, a third peak
is detected during period II, describing the precipitation of the main reaction products. The
early precipitation of sodium-calcium carbonates will limit the solubilized species into the
solution, in particular silicon and aluminum from the FA particles. The drop in the pH value will
lead to a slower FA dissolution and a delay in the precipitation of the cementitious products.
Summarizing, the type of alkali activator not only influence pH conditions, kinetic reaction and
secondary products formation, but also the proportion of the main hydration products.
Finally, if in an early stage the co-precipitation of the two gels is observed (28 days at most), in
longer time periods (1 year) differences in the gel composition are observed. Analysis reveals
predominant presence of C-A-S-H type gel, since the (N, C)-A-S-H gel evolves into compositions
with higher calcium and lower alumina content (Garcia-Lodeiro et al., 2015). The nature of the
gel is not influenced by the activator. This last parameter has a remarkable effect on the kinetic
of the binder hydration and the formation of secondary products.
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3 Materials characterization
In order to evaluate and compare the performances of the two studied AAB (Q and N), chemical
and physical analysis on the materials are conducted. The different chemical composition, and
thus, reaction products could lead to compatibility differences between binders and organic
materials.

3.1 Methodology
Materials
The prime binders used in this study are commercial available OPC types: CEM I 52.5 R White
(W) and CEM I 52.5 R (G) provided by ENCI, the Netherlands and two types of AABs supplied
by Van Gansewinkel minerals, the Netherlands, termed Eco-binder Normal (N) and Eco-binder
Quick (Q). The two AAB are selected to investigate two different models of AABs, Model A (high
Ca content) and Model B (low Ca content), previously cited.
For the board manufacture, Norway spruce wood-wool strands are applied with dimensions of
1.5 mm and 2 mm in width, 25 mm in length and 0.1-0.3 mm in thickness. The application of
different strands sizes depends on the evaluation of the binder performances in presence of
various surface areas, moisture content and fibers water absorption. The use of spruce wood is
attributed to its minimal inhibitory effect on the cement hydration (Frybort et al., 2012). Figure
3.1.1 displays differences in the boards’ appearance. The hybrid binder is characterized by
mixtures with 50% Q and 50% W and 70% Q and 30% W. During the board manufacture small
quantities of additional compounds as a superplasticizer (glenium 51) and waterglass are
applied, to ensure the distribution of the paste on the fibers and to increase the early reaction
e.g. at the interfacial transition zone between the wood-wool and binder.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1.1: WWCB characterized by different thicknesses (a) 1.5 mm fibers and (b) 2 mm fibers.

Moreover, the waterglass enhances the polymerization process of the ionic species present in
the system, developing a higher mechanical strength (Fernández-Jiménez & Palomo, 2005).
During the analysis of the hydration process, the presence of D-glucose as a retarder is
investigated.
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Experiments
The early stage hydration process of the W and AAB types are analyzed evaluating the
cumulative heat and the normalized heat flow at a constant temperature of 25 °C using a
thermometric TAM air isothermal calorimetry. The samples are prepared by putting 6.5 g of
binder, with w/b ratio 0.5, in ampules. For the OPC system, 100 % W and 100% G are used and
for the alkali binder, 100 % N and 100% Q are used. Both systems are tested individually and
also with the addition of 0.2% glucose by mass of binder termed Wg, Qg and Ng respectively.
From the beginning of the chemical reaction, each sample is inserted into the equipment and
the recording is started. The measurements are recorded from the point of adding water until
13 days of curing, evaluating dissolution, polymerization and growth phases in the reaction
products formation. However, the influence of surrounding conditions (such as stirring time or
room temperature) on the dissolution peak implies the impossibility to include it in the analysis
of the cumulative heat. So, the cumulative heat graphs have the starting point set at 20 min.
after the beginning of the reaction, for all the binders analyzed.
The particle size distribution is measured by using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000. It uses the
technique of laser diffraction to determine the particle size, measuring the intensity of light
scattered as a laser beam passes through a dispersed particulate sample. The samples analyzed
are 100% Q, 100% N, 100% W and 100% G.
X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD) is used during this study, in order to define the crystal
compounds, present in the AAB. The machine Siemens D 5000 can provide information about
the unit cell dimension and shape, allowing the determination of the mixture composition. It is
based on the interference between monochromatic ray and a crystalline sample. The
interaction between them generates constructive interferences (a diffracted ray), which are
detected and counted. Since the powdered material has a random orientation of the particles,
all the possible diffraction directions are considered, by scanning the sample through a range
of 2θ angle. Finally, as each material is characterized by a specific d-spacing, the collected
diffraction peaks are converted in d-spacing, allowing the identification of these compounds.
The test is performed on both pure N and Q samples unhydrated and hydrated at 15 h and 7
days. The type of radiation applied is a monochromatic CuKα radiation. The samples are
analysed by using a variable divergence slit, where the divergence aperture changes during the
scan, to prevent a constant irradiated length.
The chemical compositions of the AAB are provided by the X-ray secondary-emission
spectrometry, which supplies qualitative and quantitative analysis for elemental composition
of samples. XRF analysis is based on the measurement of wavelengths and intensities of X-ray
spectral lines, emitted by secondary excitation. The powders studied are Q, N, W, G, FA and BFS
in order to define similarities among the AABs.
The specific surface area of a powder are estimated by the use of the BET method, using a
micrometrics (R) Tristar II 3020, and providing references in the material domain. Although
widely criticized, the BET-equations model is able to calculate the surface area of solid from gas
sorption data and it is recommended by UIPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry) (Gauden et al., 2010). The mixtures analysed are 100% Q, 100% N in comparison
with 100% W and 100% G.
Finally, analysis of SEM pictures is performed concerning Q and N binders (both reacted and
not). The study is conducted in order to identify compounds by the particle shape as well as
hydration products.
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Calculations
The evaluation of the packing of the binders has been done by measuring the water demand for
each sample and by defining the density using Picnometer 2000. The particle packing density
(α) is defined as the solid volume of particles in a unit of volume (Fennis & Walraven, 2012). By
this definition also porosity can be defined as the left volume not occupied by the solid (1-α).
Packing density is inversely proportional to the water/binder ratio of the paste, as the
interstitial fluids replaced by small particles has no contribution to the workability of the paste
(Ye et al., 2008).
The relationship between w/b ratio and the packing density could be written:
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Where ! is the density of the water (1 kg/m3) and !" is the density of the binder (kg/m3), b is
the mass of the binder (kg), and w is the water demand (kg).
The packing influences many properties of building materials. The parameter P expresses the
stable particle structure packing, an optimal distribution of particle into a certain volume.
However, in a real mixture part of the water is used for filling the voids between particles and
part is distributed as excessive water. Figure 3.1.2 displays the two conditions of real packing
and stable particle structure.

Figure 3.1.2: Comparison of a real concrete mixture (“Mixture”) and a stable packing structure, concerning the
same volume of flowable paste (Fennis & Walraven, 2012).
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Increasing the packing density leads to the presence of less void water, improving the
workability of the mixture (Fennis & Walraven, 2012). When part of the water initially filling
up the voids among particles becomes available as excess water, it will increases the total
flowability. Generally, the higher the packing density, the greater the strength after hydration
of the binder (Hewlett, 2004).

3.2 Particle size distribution
The particle size distribution evaluates the real size and the spatial distribution of the particles
in a binder. Many aspects could depend on this parameter, such as setting time, heat release,
diffusivity, internal relative humidity development and mechanical strength (Bentz et al.,
1999). In particular, the analysis aims to define the influence of the PSD, on the reaction speed
of the binder, as Q has a faster reaction compared to N. Figure 3.2.1 displays the comparison
between Q and N, concerning the PSD. The comparison with W and G is done assuming their
particle size distribution between 0.24 and 80 nm.
Compared to N, Q displays a coarser particle size distribution. The main difference is detected
in the amount of particles included between 100 and 10 micron, seen that Q is characterized
greater amount (around 70%) than N (45%) of this particle size. On the other hand, the
comparison with W results in a coarser composition of N, as the particle size of W reaches the
maximum size of 100 micron, while the N and Q ones are 10 times coarser. Finer composition
is also underlined by the bump between 1 and 10 micron. In spite of the fact that the AAB
binders have around 10% of particles included into the sand fraction (100-1000 micron), their
particle size is not determining the difference in reaction speed. Although coarser, Q has a faster
reaction speed compared to N. The hardening process takes place within 24 h but the main
consumption phases within 6 h. Often an elevate quantity of fine particles generates greater
surface area, which represents a greater quantity of product available for the hydration process,
and thus a higher rate of hydration (Neville, 2002).
Sand fraction

Powder fraction

Figure 3.2.1: Particle size distribution of W, G, Q and N.

Based on these data, the different reaction speed between N and Q has a different origin and it
is not related to its fineness of the powder. It could be based both on some different compounds
(other FA class or different BFS used) included in Q, as well as on the alkali activator applied
and on its amount.
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3.3 XRD
The analysis of the crystalline phases into the AAB has been performed, in order to define the
optimal AAB to apply into the board manufacture in combination with cement. Figure 3.3.1 (a)
and (b) illustrates the XRD profiles of N and Q, respectively before hydration. Due to the
presence of amorphous phases in the AAB, not all the main compounds could be detected by
using this analysis. Consequently the XRD does not provide a complete overview of the binder
behavior during hardening. The contribution of this product can affect the final behavior of the
binder, in later stages, increasing the mechanical strength of the matrix. Moreover, information
of the amount of each compound is not studied deeply, by using quantification tool, since the
analysis is only used for an indicative understanding. The XRD profiles provide a comparison
among peaks, and an estimation of crystals components presence into the binder.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.3.1: XRD of (a) N and (b) Q. CaCO3 ( ), SiO(

), Mullite ( ),Na2SO4 (

),CaSO4 ( ).

The Q is characterized by high calcium content in form of CaSO4 and CaCO3. On the other hand,
the N is more composed by alumina and silica phases in form of Mullite or Na2SO4. In presence
high-calcium compounds, dissolution occurs for both silica and calcium particles, providing an
initial under saturated solution respect both compounds, due to the gel formation. With the
complete consumption of the Ca+ ions, the saturation of the solution with respect of silica will
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be reached, and the pH will decreased (Leemann et al., 2011). Contrary, in low-calcium systems
the reaction will initially produce alkali-silica polymers, ending as soon as the solution will be
saturated with respect of silica. Hence, the Q higher calcium content helps the developments of
gel as reaction product, resulting in a faster reaction compared to the N. Moreover in time, the
unsaturated solution with respect of silica will increase the amount of gel produced by using
calcium based crystals as ettringite or portlandite. Analysis of the hydrated binders at 15 h and
7 d (Figure 3.3.2 (a), (b) and (c)) defines the differences in reaction products between the
binders.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 3.3.2: XRD of (a) N at 7 days (b) Q at 15h and (c) Q at 7 days. CaCO3 ( ), Ca(OH)2 ( ), Mullite ( ), H3NaO5S

(

), ettringite ( ).

The reaction products of N are characterized by a great amount of amorphous phases (around
80%), although crystalline phases of ettringite and sodium bisulfate monohydrate are detected
(approximately 20%) (Keulen, 2015). An indication of the presence of amorphous reaction
products is testified by the presence of a large bump distributed on a wide range (all 2 Theta),
instead of high intensity narrow peaks. Amorphous materials, due to their random distribution
of atoms into the 3D space, cause the X-rays scattering in all the directions. This implies the
impossibility to define deeply the composition and the rule of amorphous gel on the mechanical
strength of the matrix. On the other hand, conclusions developed by the analysis of those
crystals provide an overview concerning crystalline phases into the binder. The sodium
bisulfate monohydrate can be the result of the reaction of NaSO4, in presence of water. On the
other hand, the high amount of Ca in Q leads to the presence of known reaction products. The
presence of ettringite, portlandite, typical of OPC reaction, are detected, due to the favorable
Ca/Si ratio in Q 7 days reacted. The presence of mullite can depend on the presence of
metakaoline in Q. Its detection before the hydration is not possible, due to the amorphous
nature of the compounds. Comparing the evolution of Q reaction in time (15 h and 7 d) most of
the calcite is disappeared. The absence of this compound can be due to the presence of a layer
of reaction products (amorphous gel) covering the crystals and impeding the detection of the
peaks. However, according to Sjöberg & Rickard (1984) the dissolution of calcite in neutral and
alkaline environment is controlled by different kinetics, and independent by the pH level. Only
calcite with high reactivity can results in dissolution, due to the water presence. Moreover,
Cwirzen et al., (2014) observed a slight calcite dissolution, after its application into a
metakaoline-limestone system at various replacement rates, activated by NaOH. The Ca
released by the LP seems to link with Al released in the early stage of the metakaoline reaction,
binding calcium forming a carbo-aluminate phase. This phenomenon can be also associated to
the disappearance of the CaCO3 from the Q, as the mullite formation in Figure 2.3.2 (c) can
confirm the presence of metakaoline in amorphous phases. Furthermore, the presence of a
calcium aluminate phase into the unreacted Q implies the presence of CaSO4, to delay the
reaction. Ettringite and portlandite formation increases the density of the hydrated paste,
resulting in a stronger matrix compared to N, within 24 h. Nevertheless, the presence of
portlandite in time is not constant. The silica content of Q (20%) an N (34%) can prolong the
hydration reaction, favoring the dissolution of Ca(OH)2 for the formation of gel, leading to an
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increasing density and strength in time. In combination with W, the increasing calcium content
could prolong ever further in time the reaction, resulting in higher amount of reaction products
(Leemann et al., 2011).

3.4 XRF
XRF measurements are performed, in order to define the chemical composition and major
phases into the AABs. The results in Table 3.4.1 concerning Q are compared with N and FA and
BFS as well as G and W, so that the identification of common oxides and their amount would be
possible.
Table 3.4.1: Oxide composition of the W, G, Q and N, FA, and BFS.

CaO
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
K 2O
Na2O
SO3
MgO
TiO2
Mn3O4
P 2O 5

G [%]

W [%]

FA [%]

BFS [%]

N [%]

Q [%]

63.71
20.27
4.8
3.43
0.53
0.26
2.91
1.58
-

67.19
20.86
3.91
0.45
0.12
0.11
2.92
0.4
0.33
0.02
0.51

1.40
56.22
23.19
6.41
2.79
0.59
0.97
1.19
1.11
0.04
0.10

41.84
34.25
9.81
0.47
0.55
0.10
3.63
7.71
1.19
0.34
0.10

34.41
32.29
12.60
5.71
1.16
1.90
5.16
4.92
0.92
0.16
0.29

45.19
19.95
9.14
7.47
0.76
8.22
7.37
0.78
0.48

Comparing the two AAB, a different chemical composition is evident. Chemical compositions of
FA and BFS are also included, in order to show possible similarities among common AABs, N
and Q. The main difference between the alkali systems examined is the calcium content. It can
be observed from Table 3.4.1 that N has a CaO/SiO ratio close to 1, with a high amount of
aluminates, alkalis (K2O and Na2O) and sulfates. On the other hand, Q has CaO/SiO ratio of 2.2,
a lower rate of alkalis (K2O) and a high amount of SO3, due to the high reactivity provided by
the Ca. The oxide composition of the AABs has more in common with a BFS than a FA based
alkali system. However, the presence of FA particles is also detected in this study, by SEM
pictures proposed in the next paragraph.
These data evidence the presence of systems, based on different models of alkaline activation.
As previous mentioned, the N is mainly activated by the dissolution of Si and Al particles
activated by a high amount of alkali activator. Its chemical composition is closer to the Class F
FA, although the amount of calcium is 30% greater. The Q is a system based on the activation of
calcium and silica (compounds with the highest rate), where mainly C-A-S-H gel is formed.
According to Keulen (2015), the presence of calcium aluminate phase is testified into this
binder. Although the most widely application of AAB is by using low-calcium FA, there are no
reasons why the high-calcium FA cannot be used (Van Deventer et al., 2007). The effects of Ca2+
cations on the geo-polymerization of FA depends on the form and on the amount in which it is
added, as well as on the amount of silica available for the reaction. Among the main advantages
brought by the presence of calcium in AAB there are:
•
•

The dissolution of high calcium content FA, resulting in a rapid dissolution of the calcium
from the FA and the consequent precipitation in Ca(OH)2 products. This will lead to a
fast solidification and early yield stress.
The presence of calcium precipitating in the beginning of the reaction providing a large
number of nucleation sites at the solid-liquid boundaries. The formation of zeolite
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•
•

precursor is reduced if compared with Si-Al systems, due to the competitive growth
nutrients between particles nuclei.
The formation of C-A-S-H gel will remove a part of Si content from solution, enhancing
the gel production due to the absence of an early saturation level respect to silica (Van
Deventer et al., 2007).
Due to the unsaturated solution the Si particles are further dissolved, prolonging the
reaction for gel formation (Leemann et al., 2011).

The improved performances, due to the calcium content could explain its presence also in N,
where around 30% of CaO has been used. The increasing presence of nucleation sites facilitate
the development of reaction products, even without the application of heat curing. A possible
explanation for this chemical composition of the AAB is the co-presence of BFS-FA systems,
providing already a so called hybrid alkaline cement (Garcia-Lodeiro & Palomo, 2015).

3.5 Shape
SEM pictures
The Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is used to study the shapes of particles, in order to
suppose the compounds into the AAB, characterized by specific shape. It utilizes a focus ray of
high-energy electrons to generate a range of signals, coming from the surface of the material.
These electrons interactions could reveal information about the texture of the sample, but also
the chemical composition and the crystalline structure.
Eco-binder N

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5.1: SEM images of N (a) before hydration and (b) after hydration.

Contrary to W and G cases, which indicate a homogeneous mixture of compounds, the N has
been created by mixing various by-products, and thus the particles maintain their original
aspect, showing the complexity of the mixture. The particles presented in Figure 3.5.1 (a)
(white line circles) could be assumed as FA particles, characterized by the typical spherical
shape, rough and smooth. FA allows a better filling of the gaps between particles, thanks to its
variety in the particle size. This feature of the material, usually corresponds to an optimization
in the packing density of the system, since no empty spaces are displayed (Abd et al., 2014). The
analysis of the hydrated N illustrates the formation of a gel, which incorporates unhydrated
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particles of various sizes. The unhydrated FA particles in the Figure 3.5.1 (b) display that, after
10 days, the hydration process does not involve all the compounds present in the mixture.
Eco-binder Q
Compared to N, the composition of Q does not show high presence of FA particles. The lower
amount of silica detected with XRF is thus confirmed into this SEM picture (Chap. 3.4). However,
due to the various origins of this compound, the type of FA applied can be different. High
calcium content and more porous FA (Class C) can be included into the mixture. As for N, the
structure is not homogeneous but it creates a gel structure, when reacted. The absence of
unreacted FA particles can also testify the improved reaction of the binder, able in 7 days to
consume most of those particles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5.2: SEM images of Q (a) before hydration and (b) after hydration.
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BET analysis
The BET analysis of the AAB (Q and N) made in comparison with W and G, is presented in Table
3.5.3.
Table 3.5.3: BET analysis of Surface area and pore area in AABs N, Q and cementitious binders W and G.

Surface area

BET surface
area [m2/g]
Langmuir
surface area
[m2/g]
t-Plot Micropore area
[m2/g]
t-Plot External
Surface Area
[m2/g]

Pore area

Adsorption
average pore
width
[nm]
Desorption
average pore
width
[nm]

N [m2/g]

Q [m2/g]

W [m2/g]

G [m2/g]

2.98

3.67

1.21

1.50

3.05

5.72

1.71

2.07

0.5

0.99

-

0.18

2.55

2.72

1.26

1.31

13.04

22.90

10.63

15.21

14.61

22.23

-

14.07

The Langmuir surface area is calculated by the sum of t-plot micro-pore area and t-plot external
surface area. As mentioned previously, W and G consists of a finer particle size distribution
compared to AAB. Therefore, it is expected that the specific surface area would also be higher.
However, from the results presented in Table 3.5.3, it is found that Q and N show a high
Langmuir surface compared to cement. These data could be explained by the high microporosity, calculated by the test. Langmuir surface area is based on the calculation of a
monolayer of particles (one molecule thick) covering a surface. On the other hand, BET surface
area evaluates the presence of multilayers covering the surface. This methodology does not
provide a detail estimation of the surface area, as part of the pores (filled by the gas molecules)
are not detected for the surface area calculation. Compared to G, the micro-porosity of the AAB
results 64% greater in case of N and even 81% greater considering Q. Contrary to the cement,
the AAB is characterized by porous compounds from the used by-products, and thus, part of the
water is used as capillary water. The capillary action in a porous material is dependent of the
pores network features, such as topology and connection of porous structure, shape and size of
the pores (Beck et al., 2003).

3.6 Packing
The analysis of the water demand is made to evaluate the minimum amount of water necessary
to fill up the voids between particles in the bulk of the binder, to avoid the presence of air (Li &
Kwan, 2014). The measurements are developed by using the Puntke test (Basheerudeen &
Sivakumar, 2013). Table 3.6.1 below illustrates the water demand and consequent packing
density made on the N, Q W and G. The AABs show a higher water absorption compared to both
cementitious systems, while between AAB the value differs of 0.80 g. This leads to a reduced
packing density for N and Q, indicating greater amount of voids among particles. The packing
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can be influenced by many parameters, such as surface area and porosity shape of the particles,
and wettability. A high packing density, as for W and G, can be due to the finer particles in the
mixture (Figure 3.2.1) , filling the void among coarser particles (Lange et al., 1997).
Table.3.6.1: Binders water absorption and density results, and packing calculation, based on the results obtained.

N
Q
W
G

Powder [g]

Water demand [g]

Density [g/cm3]

Packing [-]

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

16.81
16.05
12.93
11.50

2753.70
2921.00
3106.30
3150.00

0.51
0.53
0.55
0.58

Moreover, the presence of porous compounds into the AAB facilitates the water absorption of
the binder, reducing its packing density. The presence of porous particles is confirmed by the
BET surface analysis, chapter 3.5.2. Chemically, the presence of fine or porous particles could
increase the water demand, but also resulting in a higher amount of reacted particles.

3.7 Calorimeter results
The activation of an AAB is a chemical process that converts a glassy structure compounds
(partially or totally amorphous) to a compacted and well-cemented composite. The reaction
products are depending on the type of compounds activated, as well as the alkali activator used.
As understood from the XRD, SEM and XRF analysis, N and Q are not characterized by a unique
prime material. Presence of metakaoline, resulting in mullite after reaction, as well as FA and
BFS are detected into the AAB. For these reasons, the calorimetry analysis is evaluated referring
to an alkali activated “hybrid system”, so composed by different AABs.
According to Gao et al., (2015) four are the main steps characterizing the activation of alkali
binders, composed by BFS and FA: the first peak correspond to the wetting of the binder and to
the consequent dissolution phase. This period is more defined as a physical process and not a
chemical one. After the second steps defined as induction period, usually a second peak
corresponding to the acceleration period occurs around 6 h. Finally, the stable period
corresponds to the end of main reactions into the binder.
Eco-binder Normal
Although the reduced heat released developed in the acceleration period, a similar reaction
behavior could be registered also in the activation of N.
Isothermal calorimeter results in Figure 3.7.1 (a) presents a trend similar to the one previously
cited. After the main dissolution peak (63 mW/g), the heat released by N keeps in a decreasing
condition reaching 7 mW/g within the first 1 h (induction period). A small acceleration period
can be seen in correspondence of 9-18 h (enlargement Figure 3.7.1 (a)). The stable period
develops afterwards, decreasing the heat release to the minimum value at 19 h from the
beginning of the reaction. The dissolution peak registered results greater than the others AABs,
where it is in the order of 20-30 mW/g (Chithiraputhiran & Neithalath, 2013). This
phenomenon can be explained by the high micro-porosity of N compared to W. Results from
BET analysis of the binders illustrates that the micro-porosity of N results around 64% greater
than the cementitious binder (Chap. 3.5.2). The high porosity of the AAB (Table 3.5.3) is thus
able to react faster due to the easy penetration of activator into the particles, and the
consequently great surface area, which increases the sites available for the activation.
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Moreover, the chemical activation of N is detectable by the presence of 2 small bumps in
correspondence of 30 min and around 5 h from the beginning of the reaction. Enlargements of
the heat release are supplied in Figure 3.7.1 (a). The consumption phases correspond to small
increment of temperature in the order of 1-2 mW/g. These phases evidence the formation of
reaction products from different compounds, or also the formation of initial reaction products
successively used to form the final ones.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.7.1: (a) Normalized heat developed and (b) cumulative heat development at 4 days of Q and N hydration.
In the analysis of cumulative heat the first 20 minutes (dissolution phase) are not taken into account.

The activation of compounds contained into N creates a gel, whose density is depending on the
amount of water into the mixture (w/b ratio). As in case of OPC, increasing the amount of binder
will result in a denser matrix, where particles are completely reacted or used as nucleation site
and covered by gel. Figure 3.7.2 displays N gels developed for increasing w/b ratio.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7.2: SEM picture of pure N with (a) high w/b ratio, (b) medium w/b ratio, (c) low w/b ratio.

Eco-binder Quick
Q differs from N due to a faster reaction. The hardening process takes place within 24 h but the
main consumption phases within 6 h. Analysis on the exothermal reaction of Q displays a
different behavior from N. The four phases previously mentioned are indeed visible, as
illustrated in Figure 3.7.1 (a). The dissolution peak results greater in case of Q (85.9 mW/g),
overcoming of 25 mW/g the heat release by N. Moreover an induction period is visible between
1-2 h, followed by acceleration period where the main consumption takes place around 2.5 h.
The second peak located in N is not identified in Q, because of the different chemical
composition.
The cumulative heat release by N results 30% lower than Q, at 4 days from the beginning of the
reaction (Figure 3.7.1 (b)). The different early heat release can depend on their different
chemical composition, as the calcium content of the binder can affect the reaction process.
According to Buchwald et al. (2005) the analysis of AABs based on FA or metakaoline shows
the positive influence by increasing the calcium content into the mixture. In case of FA based
binders, it illustrates an influence in the hardening behavior, increasing the reaction speed at
early stages. The matrix results compact and denser, and consequently stronger. In case of
metakaoline based binders, the optimal calcium content seems to be around 10%, as the high
reactivity of this compound does not allow a higher replacement (Buchwald et al., 2005). The
higher content of calcium impedes the achievement of saturated solution with respect of silica
into the binder, prolonging the formation of reaction products as gel. Hence, the amount of
dissolved silica is dependent of the calcium phases content of the sample (Leemann et al., 2011).
Consequently the increasing dissolution of silica can be linked to a higher calcium content, and
thus to a higher heat released during the reaction process.
Compared with other AAB characterized by FA, N and Q do not need any heat curing for starting
the reaction. However, the presence of solid alkali activator could increase the heat of
dissolution, accelerating the reactivity of the particles and providing an internal heat curing
(Provis & Bernal, 2014). The application of an alkalis based on a fast dissolution reaction can
avoid the heat curing. As already mentioned in chapter 2.1.1 hydroxides are characterized by
this behavior. Among the properties of hydroxide activator solutions, there are the viscosity
and the heat released by the dissolution of the solid alkali hydroxide compounds. Moreover, the
presence of activator in solid form favors a high heat release during the initial stages. In order
to provide an overview of the behavior of hydroxides alkalis, Figure 3.7.3 gives the standard
enthalpy of dissolution to infinite dilution, of the most common use alkali hydroxides.
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Figure 3.7.3: Standard enthalpy value for different alkali activator (Provis & Bernal, 2014).

From the observation of chemical composition of N and Q, and among the activators, NaOH and
KOH could be present into the AAB mixture.
Glucose influence
Simatupang & Geimer (1992) state that the glucose could have an inhibitory influence on the
cement hydration. This effect originates a delay, or the complete annulment up to 48 h, of the
reaction, depending on the amount of compound inserted into the system (Garci Juenger &
Jennings, 2002). Assumptions concerning this phenomenon are:
1) The surfaces of the hydrating cement particles absorb glucose;
2) The surfaces of hydration product absorb glucose, forming a barrier against further
hydration (Garci Juenger & Jennings, 2002).
As far as cementitious system is concerning, after a period of 2 days, the reaction of Wg slowly
starts to increase. Within 13 days, it will exceed the W mixture without glucose, leading to a
higher total heat release and more reaction products (Doudart de la Grée et al., 2015). The
beginning of this reaction is visible in Figure 3.7.4. The long retardation and the slow reaction
can be attributed to a lower dissolution of ions, due to the covering of the particles, which
reduce their ability to react further. However, slowly more ions are released and the products
formed can eventually overcome the effect of glucose, leading to a high ion concentration in the
paste and much higher total heat release. A more extended study on the behavior of OPC with
glucose can be found elsewhere (Doudart de la Grée et al., 2015).
In spite of the difference in the activation, the presence of glucose into the wood can influence
also the reaction process of the AAB. The same phenomenon visible for OPC systems is also
observed for AAB. Figure 3.7.4 (a) and (b) displays the normalized heat and cumulative heat
flow rates of N and Q during the first 5 h and 3 days of reaction, in presence and absence of
glucose. Dash lines indicate the binders in combination with 0.2% of the binder mass, of
glucose.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.7.4: (a Normalized heat production and (b Cumulative heat flow for N, Q and W in combination with
glucose (g).

As for W, the addition of glucose causes a slower activation of the paste, starting from a reduced
dissolution peak (till 30% lower) in the initial phase (Figure 3.7.4 (a)). The dissolution is an
important part in the alkali binder’s reaction, and the presence of glucose can limit the
dissolved particles available for a further reaction. Hence, the binder results in a lower
reactivity in the early stages of the process. On the other hand, although the reduced intensity,
the overall cumulative heat release trend is similar to the one in absence of glucose.
Furthermore, comparing OPC and alkalis systems, the rate of retardation of the AAB is longer
than that of OPC. At 3 days the cumulative heat developed by N and Q is around 30% lower than
the pure mixture, while for the W the difference is only 18%. Therefore, AAB is more affected
by the presence of glucose.
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Figure 3.7.5: Detail of normalized heat of Q and N, including glucose.

Enlargements concerning the retardation of N and Q, compared with the pure mixture is
provided in Figure 3.7.5. The activation peak of the AAB is reduced in intensity (around 0.002
W/g lower), as well as it is slightly shifted in time of around 1-2 hours. Between the AAB, the Q
results less affected by the presence of glucose. The reduction in cumulative heat released at 3
days is 31% for Q and 40% for N. The higher influence on N can be due to the presence of
different pozzolanic materials into the binder composition. As observed in the PSD (Chap. 3.2)
Q results in a coarser particle size distribution. However, due to the higher specific surface area
of the particles, as well as the higher sorption power (high micro-pore area detected from BET
analysis, Table 3.5.3) the absorption of wood’s inhibitory substances first takes place on the
surface of those particles, leaving the possibility to cementitious based components (C3A is
present in Q) to start the reaction (Vaickelionis & Vaickelionien, 2003). By absorbing the wood
extractives, Q results in a less affected reaction process.
Limestone influence
Lothenbach et al., (2008) studied widely the OPC reaction process and the beneficial effects of
Limestone powder (LP). Figure 3.7.6 illustrates the influence of LP, on the reaction behavior of
N and Q.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 3.7.6: (a) Cumulative heat production and (b) Normalized heat flow for N, NgL36, NL36, Q and QL36.

As in OPC, the reaction process of N and Q is enhanced by the presence of LP, although the
intensity of the initial dissolution peak in pure AAB is reduced. The reduction in the initial
dissolution can be due to participation of the alkali activator on the CaCO3, reducing the
dissolution of other particles. Moreover, the dissolution peak can be affected by many
parameters, such as time of mixing, environment temperature and contact with objects at
different temperatures. For those reasons and in spite of the use of the same stirring time (30
seconds), the dissolution peak can only be used as an indicator. The cumulative heat release of
the pastes including 36.63% LP overcomes the pure paste. Replacing the AAB (both Q and N)
with LP, the amount of fine particles increases, enhancing the rate of heat development as well
as the rate of hydration, as in OPC (Neville, 2002). This is mainly due to the additional surface
provided for the nucleation and growth of hydration products (Lothenbach et al., 2008). The
raising temperature increases the rate of binder hydration, inducing faster dissolution,
nucleation and precipitation rates. Hence, the unreacted grains are stimulated to react earlier,
providing a complete hydration of the particles.
Comparing the AABs, the mixture QL36 results in a higher cumulative heat release than NL36.
This is due to the high calcium content of the Q (Table 3.4.1) also in form of CaCO3 (Figure 3.3.1).
During the induction period, the reaction products formed cover partially the unreacted
particles (e.g CaCO3, or FA) (Gao et al., 2015). XRD comparison of unhydrated binder and
reaction products after 15 h (Figure 3.3.2 (b) and (c)) confirm this phenomenon, showing for
instance a reduction of the CaCO3 content. Further reactions continues when the alkalis
penetrates the covered layer, reaching the prime materials again. The acceleration peak is
located at around 2 hours and it results increased, compared to the pure Q. The raising heat is
mainly due to a massive creation of reaction products, due to the dissolution of Ca, Si and Al
units.
Figure 3.7.7 illustrates the specific comparison between the normalized heat of the pure AAB
and the ones with 36.63% LP. Differences in the acceleration periods are detected, due to the
different CaCO3 content.
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Figure 3.7.7: Normalized heat released comparison of 100% AAB and AAB+36.63% LP.

Analyzing a mixture of FA and Slag and LP, Gao et al. (2015) observed a similar behavior in the
normalized heat. It can be noticed that as the limestone content increases, the heat evolution
peak slightly shifts to earlier locations with higher intensities. It indicates that the reaction
process of AAB is slightly accelerated in the presence of limestone powder. Consequently, the
induction period results also shorter in the binder including LP. Finally, the Q is more affected
by the presence of CaCO3, as the heat released in the acceleration peak in greater than N. The
higher calcium content into the paste can stimulate more the formation of reaction products,
due to the presence of a suitable alkali activator for those prime materials.
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4 Hybrid system
While presently 100% alkali systems are not found successful for the manufacture of wood
wool alkali activated board (WWAB), a significant rule could be played by the so called “Hybrid
system” (HS). The combination of OPC with an AAB has remarkable impact in the latter’s
reaction. Optimization of pH conditions, heat release during the reaction and high reactivity of
OPC are some of the positive aspects for combining OPC and AAB. Moreover, the reduction of
the quantity of cement, leads to a decrease of the CO2 annually produced. For these reasons,
partially cement and partially AAB have been studied with positive results.
Whereas the area of interest for building materials, taken into account till 1909, was concerning
the cementitious materials and their use, in recent time, European legislation starts to allow the
replacement of cement with other materials, such as FA or BFS, to reduce the OPC
environmental impact. In particular, the European standards EN 197 allows the replacement of
cement by 35% for type II cement and 55% for type V cement, since for higher replacement
level the mechanical strength of the cement decreases significantly (García-Lodeiro et al.,
2013). Figure 4.1.1 illustrates the rate of products involved in the HS.

Figure 4.1.1: Ratio of cementitious materials and AABs in the HS.

Until now, HS are not extensively studied, and known studies mainly use combinations of fly
ashes and cement. Reaction products of these combinations are characterized by the
cooperation of two reaction products: N-A-S-H (product of the AAB) and the C-S-H (cement
hydration product). García-Lodeiro et al., (2013) stated that the formation of the C-S-H gel, in
presence of alkalis in the medium, could be retarded. Moreover, the dissolution of the ash
results in a higher aluminum content, which could be taken by the C-S-H gel, forming C-A-S-H
gel as hybrid product. On the other hand, the N-A-S-H gel is affected by the presence of Ca2+
ions, during its precipitation. The final product is, thus, a (N, C)-S-A-H gel. The gels formation
could be seen as a competitive reaction, as it happens simultaneously, but there is also a
cooperation of the products forming the matrix (Garcia-Lodeiro & Palomo, 2015).
During previous studies, the manufacture of the ECO 5 board shows a positive cooperation
between two systems: the use of 50% N and 50% W provides a wood-wool hybrid board
(WWHB) matching the optimization line used for the WWCB production, in the mechanical
strength, as indicated in Figure 4.1.2.
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Figure 4.1.2: Bending strength results of ECO 5 in function of the density of the board.

The efficiency of the WWHB (ECO5) is also evident, if compared to the WWCB already on the
market. Table 4.1.3 displays values of MOR and relative density of wood cement composites
(WWCB, CBF and CBPB) for both structural and no structural purposes, in comparison with the
ECO5 board.
Table 4.1.3: Comparison among WWHB and WWC composites, such as wood wool cement board (WWCB), cement
fiber board (CFB), resin bonded particle board and cement bonded particle boards (CBPB).
Ref
1
2
2
3
4
3
-

Density
[kg/m3]
375-550
650-750
700-800
750
1200-1300
1250-1450
510

Panel type
WWCB (no structural)
WWCB (structural)
WWCB (Oriented)
Resin bonded particle board
CBF
CBPB
ECO 5

MOR [Mpa]
1.7-5.5
7-15
17
11-16.5
25
9-15
3.53

(1) Kollmann 1963, (2) Cabangon et al., 2002, (3) YounQGuist 1999, (4) Wolfe and Gjinolli 1997, 1999.
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4.1 Methodology
Materials
The tests are performed on HS involving G, W, N, Q binders, using mixture 50% AAB and 50%
OPC. The combinations of binders applied are resumed in Table 4.1.4, according to the tests
performed. In particular, the pH and mortars test are performed on pastes created according to
EN 196. This includes the presence of standard sand (1350 g) in the mixture. Moreover, an
evaluation of the influence of superplasticizer (SP) has been done, during the mortars
manufacture.
Table 4.1.4: HS applied for mortars test, pH and XRD test, calorimetry test and manufacture of WWCB.
Binder mixture name

Q (w/b 0.5)
QW50 (w/b 0.5)
QG50 (w/b 0.5)
QW70 (w/b 0.5)
QW80 (w/b 0.5)

50% N
50% W
50% N
50% G
50% Q
50% W
50% Q
50% G
50% N
50% G, 1.5% SP*
50% N
50%G, 2.4% SP*
50% Q
50%W, 2.4% SP*
100% Q
50% Q, 50% W
50% Q, 50% G
70% Q, 30% W
80% Q, 20%W

QW50 (w/b 0.5)

50% Q, 50% W

QG50 (w/b 0.5)

50% Q, 50% G

W (w/b 0.5)
G (w/b 0.5)
QW50 (w/b 0.5)
QG50 (w/b 0.5)

100% W
100% G
50% Q, 50% W
50% Q, 50% G

QG (w/b 0.55)
NG (w/b 0.55)
QW (w/b 0.55)
NW (w/b 0.55)
QGIII (w/b 0.55)
QGIIK (w/b 0.55)
QGII (w/b 0.55)

50% Q, 50% G
50% N, 50% G
50% Q, 50% W
50% N, 50% W
50% Q and 50% GIII
50% Q, 30% GII and 20% K
50% Q and 50% GII

NW (w/b 0.5)
NG (w/b 0.5)
QW (w/b 0.5)
Mortars test

QG (w/b 0.5)
NGSP 1 (w/b 0.35)
NGSP 2 (w/b 0.35)
QWSP 2 (w/b 0.35)

pH test

XRD

Calorimetry test

WWHB 50-50%

Binder mixture content

*the percentage of SP has been calculated based on the amount of binder applied. GII correspond to CEMII42.5N,
GIII correspond to CEMIII 52.5N and K identifies white clinker.
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Experiments
The mortars are produced according to EN 196 and are cured under room temperature
conditions (20°C) for 10 days. The HS is tested in mortars in order to evaluate the performance
of the binder without the presence of wood. The use of additional an compound, as superplasticizer (SP) or a diverse water/binder ratio aspires to comprehend their effects on the
mortars performances. The bending and compressive strength are tested by using AUTOMAX,
65-L28D1x.
pH measurements of the paste are developed by using a pH meter pH-100ATC. The measured
pastes, including sand (1350g) and binder (450 g), is designed with w/b ratio 0.55, the same
used for board manufacturing. The binder mixtures applied are Q, QW50, QG50 QW70, QW80.
The paste is located into a manual mortar mixer for 15 minutes for homogenizing the mixture.
The test is performed diluting 1 g of paste into 100 g of distilled water, taking samples from the
paste every 15 minutes.
Calculations
The study concerning the heat development in HS is based on the comparison between the
theoretical total heat released by the reaction of the HS and the empirical one. From 24 h
calorimeter tests of 100% Q and W mixtures the cumulative heat release is measured. These
values will be termed as 7+88 for 100% Q, 9+88 for 100% N, :+88 for 100% G and ;+88 for
100% W.
In a HS with 50% AAB (Q) and 50% OPC (W), the theoretical heat release should be given by
the sum of the contribution given by the single system. The evaluation of the contribution given
by the cooperation of the two systems can be defined by calculating the difference between the
theoretical value and the effective one:
∆ '

−

' 0.5 ∗ (

7+88

1

;+88 )

−

(4.1)

If ∆ assumes positive values, there will be a positive contribution from the cooperation of the
two systems, and thus the total heat released will be greater than the theoretical value. This
possibility provides an additional heat curing to the AAB particles, enhancing their dissolution
and the formation of reaction products (García-Lodeiro et al., 2013).
If ∆ provides negative values, the possible application of binder involving endothermic
reaction can be taken into account. The absorption of heat characterizing those reactions can
reduce the total amount of heat released by the HS, lowering the heat curing provided by the
cementitious system.
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Board manufacture
The evaluation of the wood influence has been performed by testing the bending strength of
the boards with different binder types and various amounts of water. The manufacture of
wood-wool binder boards (WWBB) can be performed using two different methods, e.g. wet and
dry method, depending on the type of binder applied. For cementitious binders like OPC, the
dry method is successfully used. Firstly, the wood-wool is pretreated using a solution of water
and waterglass. Secondly, the binder is distributed on the wood-wool by sprinkling.
The boards are manufactured with dimensions 20 x 30 x 1.5 cm (mold size), for a total volume
of 9 cm3 (Vwwcb). After the pressing time and before testing the boards are cut in 15 x 20 x 1.5
cm boards. The cutting process aims to maximize the performances of the board, by removing
the external edges and leaving the central and denser part. Figure 4.1.5 displays the board
before and after the cutting process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1.5: Cutting procedure applied to the board, in order to remove the weak edges and optimize its
performances in bending strength. a) WWHB before and after cutting and b) WWHB weak edges.

Figure 4.1.5 b) shows in detail the weak edges of the WWHB after pressing. The wood strands
results less bonded and the binder matrix does not cover homogeneously the fibers. The
amount of wood defined for this recipe is 138 g. This applied quantity depends to the final
density required for the board (between 400 and 450 kg/m3). Due to the working principle of
the AAB, where the activator has to be located homogeneously into the paste, the wet method
is found to be more suitable for the manufacture of WWHB. The wet boards manufacture is
based on four main steps:
1) Wood pre-treatment: the wood-wool is wetted with ⅓ of water, in order to improve
the elasticity of the fibers. The greater flexibility reached will also have beneficial effect
on the strength of the board, due to the fragility of these fibers. Moreover, a reduced
amount of waterglass is added (2.4% of mass of the binder), so as to enhance the
reaction products in correspondence of the fibers.
2) Hybrid slurry: Powders, previously mixed in dry state, are mixed with water, by using
a w/b ratio of 0.55. The flow ability of the slurry is improved by adding superplasticizer
(SP) (2.4 % of mass of the binder), as well as the density of the matrix, creating a stronger
structure around the wood-wool particles. The addition of water into the AAB aims to
distribute and dissolve homogeneously the alkali activator, increasing the pH, leading to
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a proper ion and cation distribution for the development of the reaction (Provis, 2014).
The application of the wet method is thus, necessary for priming the reaction process,
before the distribution on the wood-wool strands. In comparison with AAB, OPC does
not need the preparation of the slurry, because it is able to create optimal conditions for
the reaction locally (pH ≃12), as they depend on the particle dissolution (Barret &
Glasser, 1992).
3) Wood post treatment: A final amount of water (⅛ of the total) is distributed in the
wood-wool strands and binder mixture, in order to further homogenize the binder
distribution.
4) Pressing time: The board, placed into a mold is located below a press for 24 h, in order
to reach the standard requirements of thickness, afterwards the boards are sealed and
cured for 10 days.
No heat curing is required for the manufacture of the boards, using HS. The type of binders
applied are combinations of Q, N, G and W, by using a replacement of cement equal to 50%.

4.2 HS mechanism
Mortars performances
Table 4.2.1 shows the collected data, regarding both bending and compression strength of
mortars based on the mixtures NW, QW, QG and NG 50-50%. Since the tests were performed
on 3 samples belonging to the same mixture, the values specified in the table represent the
average of these results. The influence of superplasticizer on the mortars performances is also
evaluated. Super-plasticizers are substances able to reduce the water content in a binder
mixture, without affecting their workability (Ramachandran, 1987). They can reduce the
amount of water till 30%, helping the dispersion of smaller particles and avoiding the formation
of superficial reaction products. Ramachandran (1987) states that for cements treated with SP
(with amount between 1.5 - 4.5% of the mass of the binder) the compressive strength is the
same or higher than the reference cement. The improvement of mechanical properties of the
mortars and modulus of elasticity is mainly originated by the reduction of water amount. It
influences the water/binder ratio, generating higher mechanical strength.
Table 4.2.1: Bending and compression strength tests results.

Samples
NW
NG
QG
QW
QWSP 2
NGSP 1
NGSP 2

Average bending strength
[MPa]
5.5
6.6
5.5
3.4
6.4
8.9
7.7

Average compression strength
[MPa]
14.7
18.6
28.5
24.5
37.5
23.5
24.5

Globally, the mortars characterized by N are stronger for bending strength, while the ones
containing Q have greater performances in compressive strength. Compared to the NW
mixture, G in combination with the N results in higher bending and compression strength. On
the other hand, the same happens with the combination Q, W and G. Therefore, the combination
of AAB and G results in enhanced properties. The presence of superplasticizer enhances the
performances of the HS, providing both higher bending and compressive strength, due to
reduction of the amount water, and therefore an improved packing. The reduced bending
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strength of Q with both cementitious systems can be due to the more balanced CaO/SiO ratio of
N (Table 3.4.1), which favors a higher formation of gel due to the elevate silica content (32.3%
against 19.9%). The high gel formation is also testifies by the XRD analysis of the hybrid system,
presented in the following Chapter 4.4.2. Portlandite peaks, characterizing the Q reaction
(Figure 3.3.2) in QW50, are not detected in QG50 (Figure 4.4.6), testifying the consumption of
this crystalline phase, for favoring gel formation. The high presence of gel in 10 days results in
a stronger matrix, in mortars.
Abram’s law defined the relation between water/binder ratio and strength development in
1918, whereas he underlined the inverse proportionality between these two parameters (Rao,
2001). Hereby, according to this theory, increasing the water/binder ratio the mechanical
strength of the paste will reduce. This phenomenon is confirmed in the test of bending strength,
in presence of SP.
pH Influence
The pH development during the reaction of an AAB is differing from the OPC system. Known
that N and Q are working on the same pH level and they show a similar behavior, only the pure
Q combined with W and G are measured. The pH of the hybrid mixture is measured in order to
define the influence of the cementitious system on the characteristics of the hybrid binder
reaction. The estimation of pH in time has been performed by manufacturing the paste, with
w/b ratio 0.55. The choice of the w/b ratio is related to the w/b ratio applied during the
manufacture of the WWHB. An overview of the paste recipes for the pastes are displayed in
Table 4.1.4. Figure 4.2.2 illustrates the pH behavior according to the different mixtures.

Figure 4.2.2: pH measurement of HS, in absence of wood of hybrid systems.

As previously mentioned, the low pH conditions of the Q generate a favorable environment for
the maintenance of the wood integrity, guaranteeing also the binder reaction. In general, the
development of reaction products in AAB, is linked with the pH level, as when 45-50% of the
hydration process is reached, the kinetics of these reactions plunge to very low levels (Miranda
et al., 2005). This phenomenon is also visible in Figure 4.2.2 where the pure Q shows a
decreasing pH in time, due to the consumption of the alkali activator. In this study, this aspect
favors the integrity of the organic compounds, as a too aggressive alkaline environment can
lead to the decomposition of the wood –wool strands.
On the other hand, the presence of cement seems also to have a beneficial effect on the AAB,
independently on the AAB type and on the OPC amount. The pH value is constant around 11.7512.00 and it is not effected by the consumption of the alkali activator. This phenomenon is also
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registered when decreasing the amount of cementitious system (from 50% to 20%), therefore
even the 20% presence of W helps the creation of improved conditions of the Q reaction. In
general, the mixture characterized by the presence of G results in a slightly higher pH, but with
a similar trend as W. However, the difference between these trends is within the error range,
so it is negligible.

Figure 4.2.3: Model concerning the N-A-S-H gel stability in terms of pH and calcium content (Garcia-Lodeiro et al.,
2011).

The pH value can be considered one of the main factors involved into the success of the hybrid
paste, as the favorable environment created will enhance the final products of the hybrid
binder, as well as the reactivity of its compounds during hydration. Garcia-Lodeiro (2015)
analyzed the compatibility between gels formed in HS at different pH conditions. The study
reveals that a high pH and a great presence of aluminium species in the medium have an effect
on the C-S-H structure, by including Al in the gel chain. Moreover, the replacement of sodium
by calcium and the consequent formation of (N,C)-A-S-H types of gel is depending on the pH
level. The model in Figure 4.2.3 displays the stability of N-A-S-H gel formation in function of the
pH.
Increasing the CaO/SiO ratio in the prime materials, the N-A-S-H gel formed at a low pH will be
replaced by C-A-S-H containing phase’s fields towards CaO. If the pH stays lower than 12 the
ions exchange mechanism between Ca and the N-A-S-H gel occurs, providing (N, C)-A-S-H gel,
until Ca is available. The unknown composition of Q does not allow the confirmation of this
behavior. However, the presence of FA (Chap. 3.5.1) and metakaoline (Chap 3.3), as well as OPC
and the low pH conditions can assume the formation of (N, C)-A-S-H, as one of the main reaction
products.

4.3 Calorimetry results (HS)
The heat released by the Q in combination with W and G has been tested, applying the binders
in 50%-50% ratio. The analysis aims to define influences into the reaction between AAB and
OPC.
Influence of CaSO4
Comparing the Isothermal calorimetry results of QW50 and QG50 interactions between the
binders are observed. When the HS is analyzed the total amount (6.5 g) is applied based on the
proportion of the mixture. The results are normalized for the total amount of the binder (6.5 g),
consisting in 3.25 g AAB and 3.25 g OPC.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3.1: Differences between the pure W and G binders and the QW50, QG50 in (a) Cumulative heat and (b)
Cumulative heat.

The mixture characterized by 100% cement results in a higher total cumulative heat
development compared to AAB, overcoming 300 J/g within 90 h (Figure 4.3.1 (b)). However,
the combination of cement and AAB favors the cumulative heat released by the HS, where this
system overcomes the 100% pure Q (Figure 3.7.1 (b)) by 50 J/g, due to the presence of W. The
positive contribution is created by the heat developed in the dissolution of the anhydrous
phases of cement, creating a source of heat, which expedites the initial reaction of the AAB
(Garcia-Lodeiro et al., 2013). The combination of Q with W and G leads to different
performances. The cumulative heat release shows a higher activity of QW50 within 20 h from
the beginning of the reaction, while in time QG50 results in a higher total heat development,
within 90 h. The high calcium content of QW50 compared to QG50 can speed up the reaction in
early stages, by greater dissolution of particles as well as formation of reaction products as
ettringite and portlandite. However, in time the complete dissolution of alumino-silicate phases
and the consumption of calcium rich crystals of QG50 favors the formation of gel and it
generates a higher cumulative heat.
As far as the normalized heat is concerning, Figure 4.3.1 (a) displays that the presence of Q into
the mixture anticipates 8 h the C3A consumption peak, which is for W typical. Also in the
mixture QG50 a shift in time is visible, even if the reaction of C3S consumption is moved up to 4
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h. Hence, in general, the reaction of the C3A and C3S into the W and G is affected by the presence
of Q, which speeds up the hydration, causing an anticipation of the main reactions.
C3A is one of the main compound in the OPC. Its presence depends on the amount of clinker into
the mixture, which increases the reaction speed leading to the so called “flash set”. In order to
regulate this activity gypsum (CaSO4) is added to the mixture, preserving the workability and
further reaction of the OPC paste, during the initial setting (Quennoz & Scrivener, 2012).
The most validate theory, concerning this retardation behavior states that the dissolution of
gypsum leads to the adsorption of Ca2+ and SO4- ions on active dissolution site of C3A particles,
slowing down the reaction (Quennoz & Scrivener, 2012). For these reasons, the amount of
gypsum is directly proportional to the suppression of the reaction of C3A (Quennoz, 2011).
Hence, by decreasing the gypsum content the C3A activation peak will be anticipated. The
earlier reaction of C3A in presence of Q suggests the interaction between AAB and cementitious
system. Among the possible activation of AAB, a sulfate activation is one of the most used. This
alkaline activation is based on the ability of sulfate to react with aluminum oxide in the glass
phases of particles, e.g. FA (Poon et al., 2001). One of the widely used activator is the sodium
sulfate (NaSO4), originated by the mining or as byproduct of industrial chemicals (Provis &
Bernal, 2014).
Poon et al. (2001) analzed the activation of FA by anhydrite (CaSO4), detecting a greater
development of initial strength of the mixture and, for certain amounts of FA, an increment of
the long term strength. Moreover, the presence of high-calcium content fly ash (FAC) activated
by CaSO4.2H2O could show a cementitious behavior in presence of water, displaying pozzolanic
activity and ettringite formation as reaction products (Ma & Brown, 1997). For these reasons Q
could use partially the sulfate activation for increasing the consumption of FA particles by a
reaction diffusionally controlled. This will lead a lower amount of sulfate oxide available to
retard the activation of C3A. The reaction product mainly formed could be calcium sulfoaluminate hydrate (e.g. ettringite), as the results of the high content of calcium and alumina into
the FA. On the other hand, Q contains a certain amount of C3A. The increasing amount of this
phase could generate an anticipation of the reaction, as not enough gypsum is applied for
regulating the reaction. In the XRD results of both pure Q and N (Cap. 3.3), the presence of a
sulfate activator is detected. In the mixture N, high presence of NaSO4 is registered, completely
consumed after 7 days of reaction, leading to the formation of high amount of ettringite. In the
Q mixture, the main sulfate activator can be estimated as CaSO4, developing ettringite, calcite
and portlandite as reaction products.
By using alumino-silicate materials, the alkali sulfate activation does not result in high
mechanical strength. The addition of clinker is usually necessary for the development of a
proper bending strength. In those cases, the presence of the sulfate leads to a higher formation
of C-S-H gel, as well as the ettringite needles, also precipitating around the unreacted particles.
Although in different quantities, the amount of calcium available in both N and Q could enhance
the formation of gel and reaction products. However, this phenomenon could have a negative
effect, since the location of the paste limits the fully reaction of the particles (Provis & Bernal,
2014). This phenomenon is also identified in the hybrid system reaction products. SEM pictures
in figure 4.3.2 shows FA particles covered by a gel layer, which inhibits the further reaction of
the compound.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3.2: HS reaction product gel covering FA particles.

HS heat release study
The interaction between the two systems (OPC and AAB) is analyzed in order to evaluate the
heat curing of the cementitious system on the AAB. The HS cumulative heat is compared to the
theoretical sum of the heat developed by the individual systems, to quantify a positive or
negative heat contribution to the reaction, assuming that a higher heat release indicates more
reacted particles. Table 4.3.3 illustrates the calculation of these amounts. The measurements of
the cumulative heat are referring to 24 h reaction, excluding the first 20 minutes of reaction.
Table 4.3.3: Differences in heat amount between theoretical and real behavior (a) QW hybrid system and (b) NG
hybrid system.
OPC RATE
QQ100
QW100
QTHEO
QREAL
ΔQ
0%

137.7

0.0

137.0

137.0

0.0

10%

123.3

22.9

146.3

130.3

-16.0

20%

109.6

45.9

155.6

115.3

-40.4

30%

95.9

68.9

164.9

124.3

-40.6

40%

82.2

91.9

174.2

155.2

-19.0

50%

68.5

114.9

183.4

160.8

-22.7

100%

0.0

229.8

229.8

229.8

0.0

(a)
OPC RATE

QN100

QG100

QTHEO

QREAL

ΔQ

0%

106.6

0.0

106.6

106.6

0.0

10%

95.9

18.8

114.8

102.8

-12.0

20%

85.3

37.6

122.9

112.2

-10.7

30%

74.6

56.4

131.1

139.8

+8.7

40%

63.9

75.2

139.2

152.8

+13.5

50%

53.3

94.0

147.3

180.0

+32.6

100%

0.0

188.1

188.1

188.1

0.0

(b)
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Figure 4.3.4: Normalized heat and heat released by HSs with increasing amount of OPC.

Considering the cumulative heat developed in case of pure binder mixture, the Q releases 137.7
J/g while, N 106.6 J/g, G 188.1 J/g and W 230 J/g, after 24 h. However, the calculation of the
theoretical amount of heat produced in 24 h by the HS, does not correspond to the effective heat
released. For this reason the sign + in the Table 4.3.3 indicates an interaction between systems,
where the effective heat released (Qreal) is higher than the calculated one (Qtheo) and a negative
sing – where there is an inhibition of the heat released (Qtheo > Qreal).
The compared mixtures represents the QW and the NG mixtures. The trend of the theoretical
heat released is depending on the OPC amount, due to the higher cumulative heat released by
this pure system. As far as the NG mixture concerns, till a replacement of 70% the NG mixture
provides a positive contribution in heat released, proportional as well with the G amount. The
contribution brought by the AAB is minimal, as it is not based on such high exothermal reaction.
Observing the cumulative heat released by the QW system, it shows always a negative
contribution. Figure 4.3.4 testifies the creation of different reaction products or known reaction
products in different amounts. Moreover the presence of a compound with an endothermic
behavior into the binder can lead a reduction in the heat development. As already mentioned
in Chap. 2.1.1, silicate activators are characterized by an endothermic reaction during the
dissolution (Provis & Bernal, 2014). Furthermore, XRD analysis reveals the presence of SiO2
into Q. If it is combined with metal source and used as activator, its presence can justify the
inhibition of heat released in the system characterized by Q, as there is a proportionality
between the amount of Q and the reduction of the heat released.

4.4 WWHB 50-50%
Bending strength results
The manufacture of boards using wood-wool and the HS (from now on termed WWHB) based
on the mortars results have been manufactured, in order to define the role played by wood in
the system. The mixture applied are described in 4.1.1. To provide a general view, the
combination of the all binders available are used for the production of WWHB. The comparison
of bending strength is based on the reference, representing the optimal line derived from a
commercial available WWCB production plant, for a 1.5 mm width wood-wool. Figure 4.4.1
displays the mechanical strength in function of the board density.
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Figure 4.4.1: Bending strength test on hybrid board QW50, NW50 and QG50.

The mixture NG is not able to develop sufficient strength required for a compact board
(respecting the thickness of 15 mm), so it cannot be tested for bending strength. Although the
mortars bending strength tests result in higher bending strength for mixtures including G
(Chap. 4.2.1), in presence of wood the most successful boards are manufactured with W. Indeed
both the AAB (Q and N) seem reacting easily with W, in presence of wood, developing higher
bending strength. In particular, the improved performances provided by QW50 can be
explained by the improved compressive strength of mortars (Table 4.2.1). The load introduced
by the bending moment is transmitted into the board by interconnection points, and supported
by the binder in compression and the wood wool strands in tension. This is mainly due to the
low tensile strength of the cementitious binder. However, the higher compressive strength
testified by the mortars, containing Q more than N, leads to the formation of stronger
connection points, able to withstand higher loads, and thus bending moment.
Due to the low performances provided by the G and in order to verify the compatibility among
Q, N and other cementitious binders, alternative types of OPC have been tested (type II, III or
clinker). CEM II 42.5 N BV (GII) is composed by Portland cement and up to 35% of siliceous fly
ash. The amount of Portland cement contained into the cement is medium, as indicated by the
letter “B”. CEM III A 52.5 N (GIII) is characterized by Portland cement and higher proportions
of blast furnace slag than in a CEM II type. The letter “A” indicate a low amount of OPC clinker
in the mixture (35-64%). White Clinker (K) is also applied to the HS, in order to enhance the
reaction speed and favor the gel formation. Due to the higher mechanical strength in presence
of Q, the manufacture of WWHB will from now on be done always including Q. The use of those
binders with Q has been applied during the manufacture of WWHB, using a 50-50% mixture.
The unsuccessful results obtained by using standard methodology for the board manufacture
(24 h pressing), leads to the necessity of modify some production parameters. For these
reasons, the pressing time for boards based on White clinker (K) CEM II 42.5 N (GII) and CEM
III 52.5 N (GIII) is increased to evaluate the possible improvement of compactness of the boards.
Table 4.4.2 displays the different mixtures used and their pressing time. The same methodology
applied for the board manufacture, excepting for the pressing time, is used as in Chap. 4.1.4.
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Table 4.4.2: WWHB binder composition and standards fulfillment.
Name

Composition

Pressing time

Bending strength
[MPa]

Thickness early
[mm]

QGIII

50% Q and 50%
CEMIII 52.5N

48 h

-

19.0

48 h

2.2

17.0-17.4

48 h

2.6

15.7-16.3

QGII
QGIIK

50% Q and 50%
CEMII42.5N
50% Q and 30%
CEMII42.5N 20%
Clinker

Different conclusions can be given by the analysis of these boards:
•

•

Although the reference thickness is not respected, the combination of Q and GII in the
board manufacture results successful within 48 h. A possible explanation for this results
could lay into the FA replacement rate of GII, which helps the AAB (including FA) to
react, instead to act just as filling material.
The addition of K into the mixture QGII (20%) improves the strength performances and
the respect board thickness requirements. The action of the clinker could be due to the
high concentration of C3A which increases the reaction speed in the early stages as well
as the rate of hydration of the paste (Popovlcs, 1976). The clinker is also able to increase
the pH of the solution, so that the condition is more suitable for the development of
hydration products. For both these boards the pressing time is 48 h, since the standard
manufacture time (24 h) cannot provide testable boards.

HS analysis of final products
The differences in the reaction of the binders bring to the conclusion that the combination of Q
and W leads to a higher cooperation. The analysis of the reaction products has been performed
in order to evaluate their type and amount, so to partially justify the behavior of the hybrid
binder observed in presence of wood. However, as already mentioned, due to the presence of
amorphous reaction products the analysis of those crystalline phases does not give a complete
overview of the binder behavior during the hydration.
The successful combination of Q and W is linked to the calcium content in the system, due to its
ability in the regulation of reaction products formed, aggregation and the gelation process in
silico-alkaline solution (Leemann et al., 2011). In low-calcium systems the reaction will initially
produce alkali-silica polymers, for ending as soon as the solution will results saturated with
respect of silica. In presence of high-calcium compounds, dissolution occurs for both silica and
calcium particles, providing an initial under saturated solution respect both compounds, due to
the gel formation. Usually the efficacy of the calcium source depends not only on the calcium
amount, but also on the alkalinity of the solution. A low alkalinity of the paste will lead to a
moderate dissolution of calcium by the silicate materials, and hence the formation of ettringite
and gel will results lower. On the other hand, a highly alkaline content will decrease its
solubility (Provis & Bernal, 2014). In particular a saturated Ca(OH)2 solution is reached at a pH
of 12.4. With the complete consumption of the Ca2+ ions, the saturation of the solution with
respect of silica will be reached, and the pH will decrease (Leemann et al., 2011). Hence, the Q
calcium content helps the formation of reaction products, resulting in a faster reaction
compared to the N. However, also in combination with W the increasing calcium content
prolongs the time of the reaction, as it increases the silica dissolution, resulting in a higher
amount of reaction products (Leemann et al., 2011).
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In case of high-calcium compounds, Sanitskii et al., (1999) found that alkali metal sulfate are
effective in the activation of clinker, by studying the interaction between Ca(OH)2-Na2SO4 and
Ca(OH)2-Na2SO4-fly ash suspended in water. Raising the pH over time was found to be favoring
the formation of gypsum and NaOH, while the presence of alumino-silicate in fly ash was
increasing the ettringite formation. Figure 4.4.3 below illustrates the dynamics of the reaction.

Figure 4.4.3: Interaction of the model system Portlandite-sodium sulfate-fly ash (Provis & Bernal, 2014).

This scheme can partially explain also the activation of fly ash particles from the dehydrated
gypsum, previously mentioned (Chap. 4.3.1), concerning the early activation of C3A in W. Its
combination with aluminum hydroxide favors the formation of ettringite.
The analysis of formation of products in time of the HS can provide explanations concerning
the more effectiveness of the mixture QW compared to QG in presence of wood. The figures
4.4.4 -4.4.6 illustrate the crystalline phases from the unhydrated binder, till 7 days hydration,
considering an additional time step at 15 h.

Figure 4.4.4: XRD of unhydrated QW50 and QG50 mixtures. C3S ( ), C3A ( ), CaSO4 ( ), Quartz ( ).
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As already mentioned this analysis is based on the intensity and width of the peaks. The analysis
of the unreacted mixtures display crystalline phases typical for OPC: C3A, C3S phases are highly
present, together with CaSO4, to avoid the flash set reaction induced by the clinker. As it is also
confirmed by the XRF analysis of the cementitious binders (Table 3.4.1), the C3S content in W
is higher than G (80% against 56%, calculated by the Bogue method). Intensity of the peaks for
these compounds are shown in Figure 4.4.4, indicating a slightly higher content of C3S for the
QW50 mixture. A deep quantification analysis has not been performed, so the values aim to give
an indication concerning this phenomenon. The amount of CaSO4 results similar in
correspondence of peaks 33 and 47, while the C3A content is higher in QW50 mixture, due to
the presence of W.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4.5: XRD of reacted HS at 15h of (a) QG mixture and (b) QW mixture. CaCO3 (
Mullite ( ), ettringite ( ), C3S ( ).

), SiO( ), Ca(OH)2 ( ),

Comparison of QW and QG mixtures at 15 h are represented in Figure 4.4.5. The QG50 mixture
presents a greater amount of portlandite produced in the early stages of the reaction (peaks at
18, 48, 51). Similar amount of (Mg, Fe) CO3 and calcite are displayed in correspondence of 29,
39, 57. The presence of portlandite is not only dependent on the presence of OPC, since in the
amount of C3S into the mixtures is the main difference detected. Due to the absence of this
compound in the reacted binders Q and N (Figure 3.3.2 (b)), its presence is mainly dependent
on the addition of OPC (W and G). C3S contributes to the mass of OPC by 50-70%. It tends to
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dominate the early hydration phases and strength development, as it is the main responsible
for the development of C-S-H gel and portlandite, principle products of hydration (Bullard et
al., 2011). The amount of C3S characterizing the mixture QW50 at 15 h is higher in the QG50
ones. Peaks at 29 and 33 can result higher, because of the detection of CaCO3 and C3S in the
same peak. These data could testify a higher dissolution of C3S in the QW system, and thus the
consequent formation of greater amount of gel, within the same amount of time. The results are
in line with the XRF findings (Chap. 3.2). The successful manufacture of the boards within 24 h
can depends on the amount of gel formed, able to keep the fibers together in a more compact
composite. The analysis is repeated at 7 days, to evaluate consumption of crystalline phases
and the formation of additional reaction products. Figure 4.4.6 displays the XRD study, for QW
and QG at 7 days.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4.6: XRD of reacted HS at 7days of (a) QG mixture and (b) QW mixture. CaCO3 ( ), SiO2 (
), Mullite (
),ettringite ( ), C3S ( ).

), Ca(OH)2 (

Analyzing the reaction products after 7 days, the C3S is disappeared in both the HS systems.
However, while in the QG mixture this compound favors the low formation of calcite and
ettringite, and greater formation of amorphous gel, in the QW system four main peaks of
portlandite are detected at 18, 35, 48 and 51. The presence of portlandite is not depending only
on the presence of OPC. XRD analysis of the pure Q at 7 days (Figure 3.3.2 (c)) shows the same
peak, although with a lower intensity. This reaction product in the HS is then provided by the
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combination of the reaction products of the two binders. Compared to QG, the amount of
Ca(OH)2 produced in QW is higher, while the calcite shows one main peak only. The high
amount of portlandite and ettringite produced as secondary reaction product in QW, instead of
calcite, increases the density of the matrix leading to greater strength development.
Furthermore, Termkhajornkit et al., (2014) states that the presence of calcite into a paste does
not contribute to the compressive strength, since the kinetic of the reaction is not affected by
its presence.
Manufacture of QG50 board
The manufacture of QG50 boards is found to be not possible within 24 h, due to the
impossibility of respecting the thickness requirement. However, as already shown (Chap. 4.4.1)
some HS combination are able to satisfy the strength requirement when the pressing time is
increased till 72 h. Hence, the manufacture of QG50 board at 72 h is performed. Bending
strength in function of the density of the board (illustrated in Figure 4.4.7) shows the improved
performances of the board. The increment of pressing time enhances the QG board
manufacture. The final bending strength is doubled, within a minor increment of density (431
kg/m3 against 439 kg/m3). This phenomenon reflects the increment of reaction products into
the matrix of the board, within 72 h. Increasing the pressing time, the binder could provide a
stronger and stiffer matrix.

Figure 4.4.7: Comparison of board performance in bending strength, by applying different pressing times.

The bending strength performances of a WWHB are depending on the number and strength of
the interconnection points created among fibers. Doudart de la Grée et al., (2013) states the
importance in WWCB of the proximity among fibers during pressing time to enhance the board
strength. In case of excessive space among fibers, or a thin layer of binder the interconnection
points among strands are not created correctly, resulting in a weak matrix.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4.8: Simulated network microstructure, (a) with dots indicating nodes and (b) detail of strands
overlapping (Stahl et al., 1997).

An representation of the WWCB network has been provided by Stahl et al. (1997), who
developed a three-dimensional finite element model of the network microstructure, displayed
in Figure 4.4.8. The finite element discretization gives an idea of the complex structure of a
WWCB, where the dots are interconnection points and the lines are segments of strands. Each
strands is characterized by a wood core covered by the binder paste, creating bonds when
intersection among fibers occurs (Figure 4.4.8 (b)). These two materials act together as
composite strands: both binder and wood are assumed to behave as linear elastic materials
(Stahl et al., 1997).
During pressing, the compression of the fibers causes their reduction in volume, and the
consequent release of water, previously absorbed. So, hydric transfers occurs in the interfacial
materials, exchanging ions necessary for the development of the reaction. This phenomenon
can favor a further dissolution of the alkali activator, in the interfacial transition zone (ITZ),
increasing the amount of reaction products. Their formation during the pressing time favors
the stability of the compressed strand volume, till the curing is not finished. The graphic
representation of those conditions is illustrated in Figure 4.4.9.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4.9: Interconnection points in the case of (a) 24 h and (b) 72 h pressing time.

Applying a binder characterized by a fast reaction, after 24 h the matrix formed is able to
maintain the compressed fibers within the same volume, due to the strength applied by the gel
formed. On the other hand, the application of a slower binder does not provide a sufficient
amount of reaction products so to stabilize the board thickness. Hence the consequent swelling
of the wood strands generate internal tensions, weakening the binder matrix. Although the
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mechanical strength and thickness requirements are satisfied, the pressing time is excessive
for the satisfaction of the market demand.
Thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity of the boards based on 50-50% hybrid systems are measured, after 10
days curing. Thermal conductivity is a property directly related to many parameters, such as
density of the board, water absorption of the wood and its porosity as well as particle content.
The final porosity of wood composites is the results of four main factors:
1) The water that is not used by the binder for reaction, favors the formation of macro
porosity into the binder matrix;
2) Moisture exchanges between matrix and wood aggregates (part of the water of the
binder is absorbed by the wood wool strands);
3) Wood structure contains a lot of macro pores (100-3000nm);
4) Unsatisfactory interface between matrix and wood particles (Larbi, n.d.).
Table 4.4.10 displays the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the 50%-50% mixtures,
manufactured at 24 h and at 72 h in case of NG mixture.
Table 4.4.10: Thermal conductivity and heat capacity of WWHB.
QW50

QG50 (24 h)

NW50

QG50 (72 h)

Density [kg/m3]

518.00

431.00

492.00

440.00

Thermal
conductivity
[W/mK]

0.10

0.08

0.08

0.09

Heat capacity [J/K]

0.41

0.32

0.288

0.419

QW50 achieves the highest bending strength, as well as density among the tested boards. The
greater amount of reaction products, allowing the board stability causes also a higher thermal
conductivity. Considering 0.08 W/mK as reference thermal conductivity for a WWCB, it is clear
that QW50 is not satisfying this requirement. An analysis of the heat capacity can also reveal
improved properties for fire resistance. The heat capacity of a material is defined as the amount
of heat energy needed to raise the temperature of a specimen by 1K. A material with high heat
capacity results in a greater fire resistance, as a greater energy is necessary to increase the
temperature, by heating of the sample (Kodur & Phan, 2007). For those reasons, the QW50 will
be more efficient for fire resistance due to the higher heat capacity. Comparing the boards QG50
displays that increasing pressing time the thermal conductivity results higher. A lower
performance is then expected by QG50 72 h, due to the denser binder matrix developed in
pressing conditions. The slight increment of density, due to the higher amount of reaction
products, testifies also this phenomenon.
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5 Hybrid system in presence of wood
5.1 Methodology
Besides the performances of the binder, the presence of wood is investigated. The minimization
of the influence of the wood strands into the HS reaction, will lead to the optimization of the
binder properties, resulting in an improved performance of the WWHB. During the board
evaluation, different water amounts are taken into account for the pre-treatment as well as
different fibers sizes. The aim is to verify the importance of the water treatment in case of AAB
and to enhance the mechanical performances of the WWHB, by using different fibers width for
the same amount of binder. However, the amount of others components, such as SP or
waterglass are kept constant in this study.
The water absorption (WA) mass of the wood-wool has been measured by immersing 4 g of
fibers into water for 1 h. The wet fibers are then measured and at a later stage dried into an
absorbent paper for 5 minutes, in order to avoid the presence of a water layer around the fibers.
Hence, the evaluation of the WA will be based only on the water penetrated into the fibers. The
dry mass has been calculated by drying the sample in an oven at 105°C, for 24 h, so that all the
internal moisture is evaporated. Although different water amounts are applied, the board
manufacture follow the wet method displays in chapter 4.1.4.
The thermal conductivity is calculated by the use of a commercial heat transfer analyzer
(ISOMET 2104, Applied Precision). This machine heats the sample, during the preparation
preceding the analysis, and then measures how long the sample takes to cool down, till ambient
temperature.
Calculations
The wood-wool manufacture uses wood strands with different widths (1.5 mm and 2 mm
width). Besides the different mechanical properties of each fiber type, the moisture content as
well as the hemicellulose substances determine a remarkable influence into the WWCB
performances. In this study spruce wood is applied, as it causes a minimal inhibitory effect in
the cement hydration (Stephan et al., 2012).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1.1: SEM picture of (a) Softwood cells structure and (b) schematic 3D picture of a bordered pit (Valli et
al., 2002).
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Spruce is one of the most common softwood species, located between 70 and 50 latitude as a
belt bordering the Arctic, across North America, Europe and Asia. Coniferous species are
characterized by cells called tracheid, with the function of conduction and mechanical support
of the softwood. The conduction mechanism takes place by using bordered pit, permeable areas
into the cell walls (Jackson, 1989). Figure 5.1.1 describes the softwood cell structure and the
bordered pit shape. According to Bailey (1916) bordered pits can be defined as valve like
structures which facilitate the flow of water from the lumen of one tracheid, for nutritional
reasons. Figure 5.1.1 (b) displays the 3D model of a bordered pit structure. The disk in the
center of the pit chamber is the torus, suspended by the margo, a complex network of
microfibrillar strands (Valli et al., 2002). As for the lifeblood, such structure can favor the
variation of the moisture content into the wood, leading to shawling and shrinkage phenomena.
Due to the absence of vessels, the softwood results harder and less porous of the hardwood,
although the small pits create an internal porous structure, for allowing the sap flow
(Department of Agriculture, 1999).
Moisture can be present in the wood under different states:
1) liquid water, also called free water (Lumen);
2) water vapor, located in cell lumens and cavities;
3) water chemically bonded into the cell walls.
The moisture content of the wood plays an important role in the performances of the material,
as it determines the weight, density and shrinkage of the sample, but also its mechanical
strength and insulation properties (Department of Agriculture, 1999). Three are the possible
moisture conditions taken into account for the determination of the moisture content: green
wood, 12% moisture content wood and oven dry wood. Green wood is defined as freshly wood
where all the cell walls are saturated with water and additional water may reside in the lumina.
It can range between 30% and 200%. The oven dry wood is the result of specific treatment
done by drying the wood into the oven at 100-105°C for 24h, in order to remove the moisture
inside the lumens and cell walls.
The maximum moisture content is obtained when the green wood contains also free water into
the lumens. Another important condition of the wood is the saturation point. The fiber
saturation point exists when no water is detected in the lumens, but the cell walls are
completely saturated (all bound water). Usually it averages about 30% of the moisture content
and it is considered the point below which the wood starts to be influenced by moisture content
for physical and mechanical properties.
In order to have comparison among different species, the specific gravity (Gm) is used as
comparison parameter. Gm is defined, as the ratio between the densities of the sample (wood)
and a reference sample (water), at the same specific temperature. If the Gm is referred to the
density of the oven dry mass of the wood sample and green wood volume, it is defined as basic
specific gravity (Gb). When the pore volume of the sample decreases, its density is higher and
thus Gm is increased. On the other hand the reduction of the moisture content into the wood
reduces the mass of water available, generating a decreasing of the sample density and thus the
reduction of Gm. The Gm is usually referred to the oven dry weight and the volume at a specific
moisture content.
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The moisture content of wood fibers can be calculated by:
'

; ,;AB

∗ 100

;AB

(5.1)

Where
is the rate of moisture content based on the dry mass (%), is the initial weight of
wood without any treatment (g),
is the oven dry weight of the same amount of wood,
previously scaled (g).
The moisture loss (
is described by:

) after drying (g), corresponding to the moisture content calculated (
=

−

),

(5.2)

The total moisture content into the total wood wool, necessary for the manufacture of a
laboratory scale plate is obtained:
;

= 5; C 6 ∗

(5.3)

D

Wltot is the mass of moisture present into the wood wool before any treatments (g), based on
the dry mass of the sample and
is the total mass of wood applied in the board manufacture
(138 g).
Based on the estimated Mci, the specific gravity (Gm) can be calculated, according to:

=
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This calculation can be applied only for Mci inferior of 30%.
is the basic specific gravity, so
the specific gravity of the sample in case of oven dry weight (kg/m3) and !
is the density
3
of the water (kg/m ). Consequently the density of the wood fibers (ρwf), depending on their
moisture content is read as:
!

Q

= 1000 ∗
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The density of the wood fibers, based on their moisture content is expressed in (kg/m3).
Based on the amount of wood-wool used into a WWCB, the volume occupied by the fibers (
(m3) into the final board can be evaluated:
=

)R

)

(5.6)
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Giving the corresponding value in percentage:
+88∗;T

S = 100 − 5 U

6

(5.7)

Where
S rate of wood-wool (%) into the entire volume of the board mold
= 0.0009
3
m ).
The evaluation of the maximum moisture content into the wood [%] and the corresponding
amount of water (g) is calculated on the dry mass weight as:
%

=

(;RV ,;AB )
;AB
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Where
% is the maximum rate of moisture into the strands (%) and Wfs is the mass of
fully saturated wood (green wood) (g) and yielding:
=
Where

∗

Q WMX%
+88

(5.9)

is the maximum moisture content (g).

These calculations will be later applied, to define the moisture content of wood-wool,
depending of the different fiber thickness during the board manufacture. The calculation of the
rate of moisture applied during the pre-treatment (McPT%), is based on the maximum moisture
content (
), taking into account the moisture already present into the wood wool (Wltot).
This parameter is evaluated to define the influence of the fiber type on the reaction of the
binder, but also for the determination of the optimal recipe to use in case of WWHB.
%)

The rate of the pre-treatment moisture content into the fibers (
%

=5

;YZ 3 ;CNAN
;WMX

is obtained:

6 ∗ 100

(5.10)

Where WPT is the amount of water applied in the pre-treatment (g) and Wltot is the amount of
water into the fiber, before any treatments (g). The definition of
% based on the dry weight
of
the
wood
can
also
be
done,
by
taking
into account the
%
yielding:
% corresponding to the
=5

%

;YZ 3 ;CNAN
;WMX

6∗

%

(5.11)

The influence of the wood/binder volume ratio (Wv/bv) in the WWHB has been analyzed. The
evaluation of the optimal Wv/bv is studied by modifying the volume of binder or the volume of
wood, alternatively leaving unchanged the other parameter (wood or binder). The traditional
WWHB recipe applied till now is characterized by a Wv/bv =4.9 for 2 mm boards and Wv/bv =5
for the 1.5 mm ones.
The calculation of the binder and wood wool volume in those conditions has been done by
defining the density of the compounds (! for wood strands and !7;[8 for QW70 mixture)
and thus the correspondent volume applied in the WWHB (Wv and
respectively). From those
quantities the required Wv/bv is set (ranging between 5.2 and 4.4), and the new volume is
calculated, leaving constant the other parameter:
;T
T
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For the modification of the wood wool volume or binder volume. n defines the Wv/bv ratio
applied. For all the boards the moisture content applied is 35%, and water/binder ratio of the
slurry 0.55.
The determination of the void volume (Av) can be done by summing the applied solid volume
(depending on the Wv/bv) and by subtracting it from the
, as follow:
a =

−

−

(5.13)

The Av depends on many factors, including the Wv/bv, initial moisture content of the wood
fibers and fiber size.
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5.2 Wood influence
Wood fiber size
In order to investigate the influence of the wood-surface area on the hydration mechanism, two
types of wood-wool strands are investigated. Samples were tested namely 30-70 1.5 mm and
30-70 2 mm. The binder is applied by replacing OPC by 70% of the total mass. This hybrid
binder allows an evaluation of the real potentialities of the AAB, as the cement contribution is
limited and the mechanical strength performance is more related to the alkali binder
properties.
The manufacture of 30-70 2 mm boards is based on the same recipe of the 1.5 mm. The standard
recipe applied for both strands type is displayed in Table 5.2.1.
Table 5.2.1: WWHB recipes for 1.5 and 2 mm fibers.
Strands
size
[mm]
2
1.5

Pretreatment
water
WPT
[g]
60.0
60.0

Slurry
water
[g]

After
wetting
water
[g]

Binder
[g]

Wood
[g]

SP*
[g]

Waterglass*
[g]

101.2
101.2

30.0

184.0
184.0

138.0
138.0

4.4
4.4

4.4
4.4

*Waterglass and SP amount are depending on the binder amount (2.4%).

The difference in water application are depending on the lower surface area of 2 mm strands,
which result more easily wetted. Hence, starting from the same mass of wood-wool, the volume
occupied by the denser fibers (2 mm) will be lower. Table 5.2.2 displays the calculated volumes
occupied by 1.5 mm and 2 mm fibers, taking into account the same mass (138 gr).
Table: 5.2.2: Differences in volume between different fibers size, corresponding to the same wood mass.
Strands size
[mm]

Wood mass
bcd
[kg]

Gm
[kg/m3]

Density wood
ecd
[kg/m3]

Volume
fg
[m3]

1.5
2

0.138
0.138

0.390
0.378

412.337
434.273

0.00033
0.00032

Based on that, the 2 mm board includes less wood-wool fibers then 1.5 mm, resulting in a lower
density. However, the amount of binder applied in the two cases is the same. Due to the lower
surface area of the 2 mm fibers, the layer of binder on each fiber results thicker, enhancing the
binder matrix in the composite. The greater presence of binder, and thus a low wood/binder
ratio, results in a higher stiffness value, since the binder is a more rigid material than wood, and
the layer formed by the binder around each fiber is thicker (Zhou et al., 2002).
Wood water absorption
One of the main problems connected to the application of an AAB on WWB is the homogeneous
distribution of the water into the mixture, in presence of wood-wool. In the AAB the water is
used to transport the alkali activator into the paste, activating various compounds. A high WA
of the wood-wool fibers can reduce the activator available for the reaction or its dissolution, in
due to the scarcity of water. Furthermore, the WA has a remarkable influence also on the
mechanical properties and dimensional stability of the board.
Because of the influence of glucose on the cement, the wood-wool is mostly treated, in order to
minimize the amount of cellulose and hemicellulose into the fibers. Due to the fact that also AAB
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are influenced by the presence of glucose (Chap. 4.7.1), the choice of wood type is the same of
WWCB. Spruce wood is the most suitable type of wood for the WWCB manufacture and due to
those treatments it results very dry. Table 5.2.3 displays the WA of the spruce 1.5 mm fibers
ready for the WWHB manufacture compared to the 2 mm spruce wood-wool.
Tab 5.2.3: Water absorption calculation for different wood-wool fibers.
Fiber size
[mm]

Initial weight
fh
[g]

Dry weight
fij
[g]

Fully saturated
weight
fdk
[g]

Water absorption
[g]

1.5
2

4.00
4.01

3.80
3.50

10.20
7.40

10.40
7.90

The WA is inversely proportional to the fibers thickness, mainly because of the lower surface
area provided by the wider fibers. Ashori et. al. (2012) states that the water absorption of wood
can depend, on one hand on the hydrogen bonding of the water molecules to the free hydroxyl
groups into the cellulosic cell wall of woody material. On the other hand, the porous tubular
structure of the spruce fiber can accelerate the penetration process by capillary suction. For
these reasons, it is possible that part of the water, and thus of the activator applied into the
alkali slurry migrates into the wood, reducing the wood-wool strength and invalidating the
activation of the binder.
Ions migration
Based on the data collected about the water absorption of the wood and alkali binder (Chap 3.6
and 5.2.2), it is clear that the amount of water applied in the HS has a remarkable role. An AAB,
is not only based on different compounds than OPC, but it also involves different dynamics into
the reaction process. The role of water have to be studied, so as to compare the mechanisms
and evaluate the design of a new recipe for the WWHB.
Cement reaction in presence of wood
During the hydration reaction of OPC the water is the key ingredient. The hydration is a
chemical reaction where the main compounds are created due to the formation of chemical
bonds among water molecules and the major cement phases. In the beginning of the reaction
the tricalcium silicate quickly reacts, increasing the pH till optimal values (around 12) because
of the release of alkali hydroxide (OH-) ions, such as NaOH, KOH. After the complete Ca(OH)2
consumption of these hydroxides the pH level drops, due to the saturation of the solution with
respect to portlandite (Barret & Glasser, 1992).
Hence the application of OPC as binder in the WWCB requires the respect of specific conditions,
such as the pH level. As already mentioned, the optimal pH for the hydration process is created
by reaction into the slurry, when the phases come in contact with water. In conclusion, the pH
of the paste depends on the reaction of the compounds which release OH- groups. The amount
of water applied is not influencing the pH of the paste.
AAB reaction in presence of wood
In case of AAB the reaction takes place by destructing prime materials into a low stable units
and their conglomeration into condensed structures. The initial step of the reaction is the
rupture of the covalent bonds of the prime materials due to the increasing pH of the alkaline
solution (Pacheco-Torgal et al., 2008). While for OPC the rising pH depends on the consumption
of the compounds (which increases the OH- ions), in the AAB the solution has to provide alkaline
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hydroxide ions to accelerate the reaction of the solid precursor (Provis, 2014). The higher the
amount of dissolved alkali activator, the greater will be the amount of reacted particles due to
the high pH. However, this condition can be affected by the presence of wood-wool, in which
the water, and thus also part of the hydroxides ions are absorbed into the fibers. The low OHconcentration will not allow the pH to reach optimal values, and thus part of the prime materials
will not be activated. In this case, the amount of water is determining the homogeneous
distribution of the alkali activator into the paste, as well as it is responsible for the creation of
optimal condition for the reaction process.
The improper distribution of the activator, in case of low amount of water, can be testify by
manufacturing board, by using the dry method. The absence of a slurry, where water distribute
the activator and the OH- ions, leads to the presence of burned spots on the board, sign of a
concentrated amount of alkali activator. In case of OPC the action of the water is developed
locally, by bonding the OPC phases with the water available on the fibers. Furthermore, the pH
level will be reached locally, allowing a complete development of reaction products.
Wood-wool moisture content
In order to estimate the amount of water, and thus ions, absorbed by the wood-wool, calculation
based on the measured WA of 1.5 and 2 mm fibers, has been done. For each wood fiber size,
the maximum moisture content (rate and grams) and the moisture content for the wood-wool
used into a board have been calculated. The maximum moisture content (%) is defined based
on the dry weight of the wood strands (Table 5.2.3). Table 5.2.4 displays these data, calculated
according to the formulas (5.1), (5.3), (5.8) and (5.9).
Table 5.2.4: Moisture content into the wood-wool according to the fiber size.
Fiber size
[mm]

Initial moisture
content

2
1.5

lmh

[%]
14.80
5.68

Initial moisture
content

Max moisture
content

[g]

[%]

[g]

160.52
240.81

221.58
332.33

fnoio

17.79
7.41

lmbpq%

Maximum
moisture content
fbpq

The initial moisture content into the fibers takes into account the moisture left into the fibers
before the manufacture, of 0.138 kg of wood. The amount of moisture is not depending on the
fibers dimensions, but more on the treatments during the wood-wool production. In this case
the 1.5 mm fibers are drier compared to the 2 mm. As already mentioned the higher max
moisture content of the 1.5 mm fibers depends on the wider surface area, characterizing the
material.
From these data, the estimation of the moisture content applied during the wetting process can
be evaluated, according to the initial ingredients.

5.3 WWHB 70-30%
Methodology
In order to verify the influence of the wood water absorption on the hardening process of the
WWCB, the mechanical performances depending on the moisture content of the fibers are
evaluated. Hence, modified version of the base recipe will be studied. A higher amount of water
applied in the pre-treatment could reduce the ion migration into the wood, as its structure has
been already filled by water. The use of a different fiber thicknesses, without changing the
recipe, also provides an indication of the behavior of the board in case of higher water amount.
The same and increasing rate will be applied in case of 1.5 mm boards, in order to define the
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influence of the water amount on the hardening of the boards. Furthermore, an evaluation of
the mechanical performances of the board in function of the water amount, could reveal that a
higher water content into the fibers is not always negative.
Based on the max and initial moisture content previously estimated (lmbpq% r\s lmt,
respectively), new recipes for the WWHB have been calculated. Compared to pure cement, the
presence of an AAB requires a different water amount in order to maximize the performances
of the board. Table 5.3.1 illustrates the water content in the 1.5 mm boards (with Q content
70%), in different stages of the manufacture. Both water content applied in the pre-treatment
and the total water are taken into account, since both the parameters could influence the
performances of the board. The board A70-1.5 respects the standard recipe applied also in case
of cement. The total moisture in the pre-treatment is given by the sum of applied and internal
moisture content of the fibers. The board nomenclature varies with the alphabetic letters
(corresponding to different moisture content), the OPC replacement (70) and the fibers width
(1.5 mm or 2 mm). The rate of moisture content into the fiber is calculated based on the
maximum moisture content into the fibers.
Table 5.3.1: Moisture content and bending strength data for 1.5 mm boards.

Board

Pre-treatment
water
WPT
[g]

Total
water
applied
[g]

Tot moisture
pre-treatment
(fuv + fnoio )
[g]

Tot
moisture
content
[g]

A70-1.5
B70-1.5
C70-1.5
D70-1.5
E70-1.5
F70-1.5

60.0
82.8
100.0
125.0
150.0
175.0

184.0
214.0
231.2
281.2
301.2
331.2

67.4
90.2
107.4
132.4
157.4
182.4

191.4
221.4
238.6
263.6
288.6
313.6

PT
moisture
rate
McPT%
[%]
20.3
27.1
32.3
39.8
47.4
54.9

Total
moisture
rate [%]
57.5
66.6
71.8
79.3
86.8
94.3

From B70 1.5 mm the water applied in the pre-treatment is increasing, in order to fill the fibers
and reduce the ions migrations. The maximum moisture rate applied in total is 95%, although
the value to take into account is the moisture content in the pretreatment, calculated on the
maximum moisture content. The consequent recipes based on the moisture content are
illustrated in Table 5.3.2. On the other hand also the moisture content in case of 2 mm board
series has been calculated. Table 5.3.2 illustrates the water amount and consequent moisture
content into the board.
Table 5.3.2: Modified recipes of WWHB, evaluating the effect of different pre-treatment moisture content.

Strands
size
[mm]
A70-1.5
B70-1.5
C70-1.5
D70-1.5
E70-1.5
F70-1.5

Pretreatment
water
WPT
[g]
60.0
82.8
100.0
125.0
150.0
175.0

Slurry
water
[g]
101.2
101.2
101.2
101.2
101.2
101.2

After
wetting
water [g]
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0

Binder
[g]
184.0
184.0
184.0
184.0
184.0
184.0
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Wood
[g]
138.0
138.0
138.0
138.0
138.0
138.0

SP*
[g]
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

Waterglass*
[g]
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

Hybrid system in presence of wood
Although the water applied, is less, the consequent total moisture in 2 mm strands is in the
same range of the 1.5 mm series boards. The aim is to verify the influence of water into the 2
mm board manufacture. Also in case of cement as binder, this type of fibers does not need
modification of the recipe concerning the binder amount. So the wood and binder quantities
used are the same applied in 1.5 mm series, but reducing the water amount. Indication
concerning the moisture content, resulting in 2 mm fibers is given by table 5.3.3.
Table 5.3.3: Moisture content and bending strength data for 2 mm boards.

Board
A70-2
B70-2
C70-2
D70-2
E70-2

Pre-treatment
water
WPT
[g]
60.0
70.0
80.0
40.0
50.0

Total
water
applied
[g]
161.2
171.2
181.2
141.2
151.2

Tot moisture
pre-treatment
(fuv + fnoio )
[g]
77.8
97.8
107.8
57.8
67.8

Tot
moisture
content
[g]
179.0
199.0
209.0
159.0
169.0

PT moisture
rate
McPT%
[%]
35.1
44.1
48.7
26.1
30.6

Total
moisture
rate [%]
80.8
89.8
94.3
71.8
76.3

Comparing the binders’ amounts, the 2 mm boards have a greater binder content, beneficial for
the mechanical performances, but reducing the insulation ones (low wood/binder ratio). The
increment of water into the pre-treatment will be tested for bending test, in order to define the
optimal water amount. A useful comparison could be done also comparing the performances of
the boards with same water content but with different fibers width. Complete recipes applied
in case of 2 mm board by using 70% W replacement are shown in Table 5.3.4.
Table 5.3.4: Description of the modified recipes in case of 2 mm WWHB.
Strands
size
[mm]

Pretreatment
water
WPT
[g]

Slurry
water
[g]

After
wetting
water
[g]

Binder
[g]

Wood
[g]

SP*
[g]

Waterglass*
[g]

A70-2
B70-2
C70-2
D70-2
E70-2

60.0
70.0
80.0
40.0
50.0

101.2
101.2
101.2
101.2
101.2

-

184.0
184.0
184.0
184.0
184.0

138.0
138.0
138.0
138.0
138.0

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

In order to maximize the WWHB performances, an evaluation of the influence of wood/binder
ratio (in volume) (Wv/bv) has been provided. The boards are characterized by 2 mm strands,
since they achieve the highest bending strength performances. The boards are characterized by
a moisture content of 35% in the pre-treatment, as it is the optimal moisture content for the
manufacture of 70-30% board. The water/binder ratio of the slurry is fixed at 0.55 as it was
applied in previous boards. Starting from a Wv/bv ratio of 4.9, the calculation of the recipes are
developed for higher and lower Wv/bv ratios (5.2 and 4.6 respectively). Table 5.3.5 summarizes
the recipes of the boards. The evaluation of a different Wv/bv ratio has been performed by
reducing the wood amount, as well as increasing the binder amount. For each sample the letter
W or B indicates the parameter that is modified (wood or binder respectively, underlined in
grey into table 5.3.5). The two following numbers are describing the Wv/bv (n) and the fiber
thickness (m), e.g. Wn-m. The other parameter (wood or binder volume) is kept constant, as in
the standard recipe. The amount of water varies in accordance with the binder amount, in order
to achieve always a water/binder ratio of 0.55. Waterglass and SP are modified according to
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the amount of binder applied. The analysis of the results and their dependence by these
parameters is studied, by performing bending strength test.
Table 5.3.5: WWHB recipes with 70%Q and 30%W, with different wood/binder ratios.
Slurry
Total
Binder
Wood
water
water
Boards
[g]
[g]
[g]
[g]
B5.2-2
60.0
95.7
155.7
174.0
138.0
W5.2-2
60.0
101.2
164.7
184.0
146.0
B4.6-2
60.0
108.3
168.3
197.0
138.0
W4.6 -2
60.0
101.2
161.2
184.0
129.0
*Waterglass and SP amount are depending on the binder amount (2.4%).
PT water
[g]

Water
glass*
[g]
4.1
4.4
4.7
4.4

SP*
[g]
4.1
4.4
4.7
4.4

Wv/bv
5.2
5.2
4.6
4.6

Finally, an optimization of the 1.5 mm board is provided, based on the modification of the recipe
based to a different Wv/bv and on a longer pressing time. The variation of the board
performances according to the Wv/bv, and the evaluation of the influence of binder and wood
modification, has been done as in case of 2 mm board, previously mentioned. The recipes
applied in these 1.5 mm board are displayed in Table 5.3.6, where the parameter modified is
underlined in grey. As well as for the Table 5.3.5 the amount of water, waterglass and SP are
depending on the amount of binder applied. Moreover, the pre-treatment moisture content
applied is based on the optimal value of 35%. Explanations concerning this rate will be
discussed in the next chapter.
Table 5.3.6: Optimization of WWHB recipe in case of 1.5 mm board, by modifying wood/binder ratio and
prolonging the pressing time to 72h.

Boards
B4.9-1.5
W4.9-1.5
B4.6-1.5
W4.6-1.5
B5.2-1.5
W5.2-1.5
B4.4-1.5
W4.4-1.5

Pretreatment
water
[g]
110
110
110
110
85
85
85
85

Slurry
water
[g]

Final
water
[g]

Binder
[g]

Wood
[g]

Waterglass
[g]

SP
[g]

Wv/bv

107.2
101.2
108.3
101.2
89.1
101.2
105.6
101.2

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

195
184
197
184
162
184
192
184

138
130
138
122
138
156
138
132

4.68
4.416
4.728
4.416
3.888
4.416
4.608
4.416

4.68
4.416
4.728
4.416
3.888
4.416
4.608
4.416

4.9
4.9
4.6
4.6
5
5
4.4
4.4

The evaluation of mechanical properties takes place by using the “Zwick Z020”, a universal
tensile testing machine with instrumentation to compression test and bending test. The boards
are located on the machine and process under an increasing pressure applied by the system, in
order to reach the failure strength. A software evaluates these values, elaborated according to
the density of each sample.
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Bending strength in function of moisture content
For WWCB, bending and stiffness properties depend on the number of fibers interconnected,
and their distance from each other. Mechanical features are also influenced by the Wv/bv ratio
(in volume). The greater volume of binder, and thus a lower Wv/bv ratio, results in a higher
stiffness value, since the binder is a more rigid material than wood, and the layer formed by the
binder around each fiber is thicker.
The increasing flexibility in case of increasing wood amount, could be explained by the fibrous
properties of the wood fibers. Elastic behavior of wood can help the deformation development
and supply a good adherence to the matrix (Frybort et al, 2012). On the other hand, the
compressive strength is directly related with density and it reduces, when increasing the wood
content. The presence of fibers generates a more porous structure, compromising the strength.
Figure 5.3.7 displays the bending strength results, in function of the moisture content in the
pre-treatment. The results are based on the manufacture of a single board, for each recipe.

Figure 5.3.7: Variation of bending strength, depending on the pre-treatment water amount.

In both cases, the increasing amount of water provides more stiffness and compactness to the
board. All the board described respect the standard thickness of 15 mm, on which a bending
test can be performed. The increasing amount of water has a positive effect, when it reaches the
30-43% of moisture content into the fibers (based on the maximum moisture content,
).
In correspondence of these values the bending strength is maximized. Filling the wood-wool
with water to 40% during the pre-treatment, reduces the capillary suction of the porous tubular
structure of the spruce, generating a limited ion migration from the slurry to the wood. A higher
availability of alkali activator into the binder paste will lead to an increasing amount of reaction
products, and thus mechanical strength. Rising the water amount in the pre-treatment, the
board manufacture enhances its performances for bending strength, reaching almost 2 MPa, in
case of 1.5 mm and 3 MPa for 2 mm strands. The overcoming of the 40% results again in a
reduced bending strength. At the same time, if the moisture content is lower than 30% the
board is not well compacted and stiff.
According to Department of Agriculture (1999), the 30% of moisture content (based on the dry
mass of the wood) is always located to into the cell walls, as chemically bonded water. Taking
into account the 35% moisture content (
% ) as optimum for the maximization of the board
performances, the corresponding moisture content based on the wood dry mass
) will be 83% for 1.5 mm fibers and 56% for 2 mm strands. Therefore,
(
%
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overlooking the 30% located into the cell walls, the remaining 53% and 26%, respectively is
surface related water. It can be located on the outer surface, and thus available for the binder
reaction, or on the inner surface filling partially the lumens. Figure 5.3.7.1 displays the wood
cell structure and the localization of the water around it. The higher percentage of water in case
of 1.5 mm board depends on the higher surface area provided by this type of strands.

ϕ

1-ϕ

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3.7.1: Water location during the pre-treatment of the wood wool strands, for the manufacture of WWHB
a) in 3D view and b) in a cross section representation. Φ represent the voids available into the lumens. In case of
fully saturated wood (greed wood), all the void spaces are filled completely.

The performances out from the optimal range are depending on different conditions of the
binder:
•

•

Lower than 30%: the water absorption of the wood-wool is influencing the hardening
of the binder, due to the ions migration into the wood. The absence of the correct amount
of OH- groups, leads to the impossible dissolution of the whole particles, due to the low
pH. Increasing the water amount, the WA is reduced and the alkali activator is able to
spread into the paste, activating the mixture.
Higher than 43%: the water amount into the system is too high and the binder
hardening process is taking place with a water/binder ratio greater than 1 (1.6 and
higher). The binder matrix results porous and not strong enough to overcome the 2 MPa.
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•

On the other hand the elevate presence of water can also cause the uncompleted reaction
of the AAB, due to the high dilution of the alkali activator.
The series 2 mm results stronger due to the higher amount of binder in the recipe. As
for WWCB, the amount of binder (in mass) for these boards is the same of the series 1.5
mm. However, due to the lower surface area of 2 mm strands and thus a lower volume
of wood, the covering layer is in this case thicker and thus stronger. The interconnection
points, characterizing the matrix of the WWHB are not numerous and the failure is easily
reached in 1.5 mm board than in 2 mm series.

Figure 5.3.7 illustrates a trend based on a single test board. In order to provide more reliable
results at least 3 samples should be verified. The manufacture of the board, in fact, could be
influenced by many aspects, such as distribution of the binder, disposition of the fibers into the
mold and time of manufacture.
In order to provide a visualization of the phenomenon, SEM pictures concerning different water
application in the pre-treatment are illustrated in Figure 5.3.8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3.8: SEM picture of WWHB with (a) 20%, (b) 35% and (c) 47% pre-treatment moisture content at 2 mm.

The analysis of SEM pictures reveals differences in the binder layer around the fibers,
depending on the strands moisture content. In Figure 5.3.8 (a) the wood strand is partially
covered by the binder, and cell walls and lumens cavities are still visible. This fact indicates an
insufficient amount of reaction products, reducing the final compactness and strength of the
board. The optimal amount of moisture (Figure 5.3.8 (b)) shows a uniform gel formation
around the fiber, which impedes the view of the free wood. This binder layer ensures a high
strength development, due to the efficiency of the interconnection points created. The last case
illustrates an excessive amount of water into the system, and the consequent high dilution of
the activator into the paste. The covering binder is reacted, but it does not result well
distributed on the fiber. In the lower part of Figure 5.3.8 (c) is visible the wood lumen direction,
indication of the impossibility to totally cover the strand.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3.9: SEM picture of WWHB with (a) 20%, (b) 35% and (c) 47% pre-treatment moisture content at 10
micron.

Enlargements of the previous pictures allow an evaluation of the reaction products formed
(Figure 5.3.9). Among the three moisture content conditions, the high moisture content board
develops less reaction products. The amount of crystals is reduced and there are evidence of
some unreacted particles of FA (white circles). The excessive amount of water applied can lead
to the dilution of the alkali activator, causing the impossibility for the pH to set at optimal level,
for the reaction development (Provis & Bernal, 2014). By applying the 35% moisture content
the binder shows greater amount of reaction products, characterized by long ettringite crystals
and gel, also shown by XRD analysis. These crystals are partially overlapped by the gel
formation and they will lead to a denser and stronger matrix. Finally, in the low moisture
content case, the activation of the paste is clear, due to the formation of ettringite and a slightly
porous gel. However, the insufficient water, do not ensure the distribution of the activator
through the paste, limiting the activation of all the compounds. The performances of bending
strength depending on the density of the boards are resumed in Figure 5.3.10. The brand
indicates the minimum strength requirement for a WWCB: it defines the minimum 1.7 MPa for
1.5 mm boards and 2 MPa for 2 mm ones.

Figure 5.3.10: Bending strength in function of the boards’ densities.
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Although the good appearance, any board made by 1.5 mm fibers results unsuccessful for
bending strength. The overcoming of the reference value is shown for A70-2 and C70-2.
Assuming that the hybrid binder is reacted completely, the unsuccessful performances depend
on the binder matrix strength. Pure Q could be weaker than pure OPC, so that increasing the Q
amount the performances is worsened.
2 mm strands benefits
Comparing the 2 mm and 1.5 mm series, on average the former shows a lower density (between
410-435 kg/m3) than the latter. Figure 5.3.11 illustrates the combined chart between moisture
content applied and the pre-treatment and density.

Figure 5.3.11: Bending strength in relation of the moisture content and density of the boards.

The graph illustrates the proportional correlation between density and bending strength
(Figure 5.3.7), for which increasing the density also the mechanical strength of the board is
assumed to increase. However, the comparison between the two batches presents a stronger
matrix for 2 mm boards, although their density is lower than the 1.5 mm boards.
Analysis of the water absorption of these two types of fibers can explain this phenomenon.
Based on dry weight, the moisture rate into the 2 mm fibers before the manufacture results 3
times higher than in 1.5 mm (7.4 % against 17.8 %). This mainly depends on the fact that the 2
mm batch is fresher than the other. Moisture exchange between wood and air has a remarkable
influence on the wood, as it is a natural hygroscopic material. Moisture rate affects wood
properties and performances, as well as the mass and the volume, it occupies (Glass & Zelinka,
2010). Table 5.3.12 displays the calculation concerning the two batch comparison.
Table 5.3.12: Calculation of wood-wool specific gravity and volume into a WWCB.
Fiber size
[mm]
1.5
2

Moisture rate
of dry weight
[%]
7.4
17.8

Wood-wool
Mass
[kg]

Wood-wool
Gm
[kg/m3]

0.138
0.138

0.390
0.378

Wood-wool
Volume
wcd
[m3]
0.000334
0.000317

Wood Density
ecd
[kg/m3]
412.0
434.2

Due to the different moisture content, the density of each batch changes, becoming greater for
a board with higher moisture content. Hence, starting from the same mass of wood-wool, the
volume occupied by the denser fibers (2 mm) will be lower. Based on that, the 2 mm board
includes less wood-wool fibers then 1.5 mm, resulting in a lower density of the final board.
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However, the amount of binder applied in the two cases is the same. This fact will lead to a
greater amount of binder covering each 2 mm fiber, and thus a stronger matrix for absorbing
the mechanical stresses. Moreover, the presence of moisture could improve mechanical
strength for the board due to the higher flexibility of the system. Studying the flexural strength
on board manufactured with dry and wet wood-wool, Doudart de la Grée et al, (2015) states
that the fresh fibers type provides almost twice the bending strength of the dry ones, by having
almost the same board density.
Another improvement provided by the 2 mm fibers lays in their shape. While 1.5 mm often are
twisted and bent one on the others, the 2 mm strands have a stretch and straight shape. Figure
5.3.13 displays the comparison among those fibers shapes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3.13: Differences in fibers shape of (a) 1.5 mm and (b) 2 mm strands.

This feature allows an improved orientation of the fibers in a unique direction, during the board
manufacture. The manufacture of WWCB by using oriented strands can lead to an enhancing of
the MOR modulus of 2,5 times (Evans, 2000). The alignment of the wood strands parallel to the
long axis of the board generates a higher cooperation of the fibers in the MOR, compared to the
randomly oriented fibers. Furthermore, this methodology allows an increment in bending
strength of the board without the modification of its density (Cabangon et al., 2002).
This comparison leads to the assumption that the production of 2 mm boards could be more
suitable for the application of a HS, where the moisture content plays such important role.
Insulation properties in function of moisture content
Thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity is the measurement of the heat transfer ability of the material. As far
as the wood is concerning it is influenced by many factors, such as density, moisture content,
grain direction and structural irregularities like knots. Their relation is directly proportional,
so that increasing these factors, also the thermal conductivity is rising (Glass & Zelinka, 2010).
In wood-wool binder composite, it is a factor largely influenced by the quantity of wood fibres.
Due to the high thermal inertia of a so low-cost material, the thermal performance of the boards
could be improved significantly (Frybort et al., 2012).The thermal conductivity of a wood-wool
binder board is depending on the global density of the board, and thus also on its porosity (Rim
et al., 1999). As the porosity rate, others pores features affect the thermal conductivity such as
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pore sizes, distribution, shape and internal connection. Obviously the high Wv/bv ratio does not
allow the use of the board for structural purpose, since the mechanical strength is reduced.
For the 1.5 mm boards, increasing the moisture content into the fibres leads to a greater amount
of reaction products, connecting the wood matrix. The phenomenon is testified by the improved
mechanical strength development, linked to the moisture content applied in the pre-treatment.
As already mentioned (Chap. 5.3.2) the maximization of the board performances is achieved for
35% moisture content in the pre-treatment, leading to a maximal strength development of 3.13
MPa. This is due to the improved dissolution of the activator, increasing the rate of reacted
particles. The improved reactivity of the paste results in a denser, and thus stronger matrix.
Evidences of this relation are displays in Figure 5.3.8, where SEM pictures illustrate the
improved covering layer of binder on the wood strand in case of 35% moisture content,
compared to 20% and 47%.
The presence of high amount of reacted binder will result in low thermal insulation properties,
due to the higher conductivity of the binder compared to the wood. Figure 5.3.14 shows the
dependence of the thermal conductivity on the moisture content in the pre-treatment.

Figure 5.3.14: Thermal conductivity in function of the fibers water content.

The highest thermal conductivity is detected in correspondence of the 30-40% moisture
content, as in the case of bending strength. The higher amount of binder covering the fibers,
enhances the mechanical performances of the board but worsens the thermal insulating
performance. The low density detected in case of 2 mm boards provides a low thermal
conductivity which decreases with the increase of the moisture content, as in case of the 1.5
mm. The thermal conductivity of a wood-wool hybrid board is depending on the global density
of the board, and thus also on its porosity. Moreover, the high water content, necessary for the
manufacture, is able to evaporate in time, modifying this parameter.
Considering the two fibre types, the lower Wv/bv ratio of the 2 mm board results in a slightly
higher thermal conductivity, due to the reduced volume of wood strands, compared to the
binder amount. The binder layer around each fibre is thicker and provides a denser binder
matrix. This leads to improved mechanical performances, but also a reduction in the thermal
conductivity of the board. The network created by the wood-wool holds a certain amount of air,
creating a sort of air compartment (Rim et al., 1999), confirming the dependence of the thermal
conductivity on the porosity. Furthermore, due to the high WA of the AAB and of the wood-wool
fibers, the thermal conductivity of the WWHB can decrease in time. Figure 5.3.15 displays the
thermal conductivity changes of the boards 30-70 1.5 mm and 30-70 2 mm in time.
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Figure 5.3.15: Thermal conductivity variation in time of 1.5 and 2 mm boards.

The water applied in the AAB is used for improving the distribution of the alkalis into the paste,
more than to create reaction products, as for cement. This reduction of moisture content in time
favors the increment of the porosity of the material, resulting in an improved insulating
performance. This aspect is not present into the WWCB, as the water applied is bonded
chemically to the matrix and it cannot evaporate in time (Barret & Glasser, 1992).
Sound absorption

The sound absorption is a parameter correlated to the sound quality into the room. It is
expressed by the sound absorption coefficient. However, sound insulators and sound
absorption are two different parameters. Materials that are good sound insulation are usually
also poor sound absorbers and vice versa. The sound absorption is influenced by parameters
as material density and porosity and thickness. The more porous the material, the more
effective is its sound absorption (Karlinasari et al., 2012). In case of wood also tortuosity, air
flow resistivity and fibers diameter play an important role, since they are characterized by a set
of continuous filaments, trapping the air between them. The analysis of the sound absorption
has been done for the board A70 and B70, both 2 mm, as they provide improved results for
bending strength.

Figure 5.3.16: Sound absorption comparison among WWHBs (A70 2mm and B70 2mm) and WWCB (W405).
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Figure 5.3.16 displays a comparison between the two boards and the reference WWCB, made
by using 100% W. The measurements refers to a maximum frequency of 2400 Hz, due to the
limitation of the impedance tube used.
As it is clear from the curves the presence of HS is not influencing the sound absorption of the
boards. Both the WWHB trends are close to the WWCB performance. As for WWCB, WWHB
seem to have a high sound absorption for high frequency range (> 1000 Hz), while when the
frequency reduces also the sound absorption coefficient decreases. Maximum value of sound
absorption has been achieved by B70 in correspondence to 1800 Hz frequency.
Influence of wood/binder ratio
The evaluation of the 2 mm boards’ strength with different wood/binder volume ratio (Wv/bv)
is performed. By applying the same Wv/bv, the board are manufactured modifying alternatively
amounts of binder and amounts of wood, to evaluate the influence of these parameters on the
board performances. The analysis assumes that for the same Wv/bv ratio, the binder layer
thickness is constant, independently from the modified parameter. Therefore, a too high Wv/bv
will correspond to a thin binder layer and vice versa.
Results concerning the bending strength are displayed in Figure 5.3.17.

Figure 5.3.17: Bending strength test of 2 mm boards, applying Wv/bv ratio between 5.2 and 4.6.

Generally, raising the Wv/bv the distribution of the binder on the fibers results in a thinner layer,
reducing the performances of the board, by a lowered mechanical strength of the binder matrix
around the fibers. On the other hand, decreasing the Wv/bv ratio will improve the
performances of the board, due to the thicker binder layer, till certain limits. Assuming that a
thicker binder layer increases the mechanical strength of the matrix, the optimal value
corresponds to Wv/bv=4.9 for 2 mm strands, but this factor cannot be generalized for all fiber
widths. The calculation of Wv is describing the volume occupied by the fibers, but not the
number of fibers involved. Based on the same volume of wood-wool, thinner fibers will provide
a higher surface area for the binder coating, and vice versa. Based on that, the same Wv can
correspond to a different surface area, and thus a more or less effective binder layer around the
strands.
The boards with different amount of wood (W series) show more constant performances
compared to the ones characterized by the modified amount of binder (B series). The
modification of the binder amount (both lower and higher) seems affecting more the
performances of the board. The main reason lays in the remarkable difference between wood
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and QW70 binder density (0.434 kg/m3 against 2.885 kg/m3 respectively). The constant ratio
in volume corresponds to a different contribution by mass, so the application of the binder
results in a greater mass compared to the wood. Moreover, the binder itself provides a greater
contribution to the board performance (higher strength) so its modification has an amplified
effect compared to the wood one.
In case of WWHB with Wv/bv 5.2 for instance, B5.2-2 (413 kg/m3) is less dense than W5.2-2
(464 kg/m3), due to the lower presence of binder into the mixture. Therefore, the consequent
bending development of the latter enhances. The stability of interconnection points is
determined by the binder amount. An insufficient amount of binder will not be able to keep the
fibers together leading to weaker interconnection points and lower bending strength.
In case of Wv/bv 4.6 the binder layer of each fiber will increase, providing stronger
interconnection points among strands compared to the board with Wv/bv 5.2. However, the
performances are improved only by modifying the wood amount. Reducing the wood quantity,
the initial amount of binder will result spread in a smaller surface area, increasing the
interconnection point strength. On the other hand, the same Wv/bv favoring the application of
the binder will results in a weaker board. This can depend on the different stress distributions
in this configuration. Analyzing the mechanical behavior of the wood-wool hybrid board, the
bending stresses are absorbed as compressive stresses by the binder and as tensile stresses to
the wood. This mechanism is similar in concrete where the reduced tensile strength of cement
and aggregates lead to the necessity of providing a steel reinforcement, intended to the
management of tensile stresses.
However, when the amount of binder is raised, the crisis will be localized into the binder for
concentration of excessive tensile stresses. The higher presence of binder generates the
stiffening of the fibers, which are not able to respond elastically to the tensile stresses.
Consequently the increasing amount of binder will not lead to enhanced bending properties,
due to the reduced performances of cementitious binder to tensile stresses. On the other hand,
and because of the high compressive strength of the cement, compressive strength test should
provide improved result. Moreover, increasing the binder amount the thickness of the boards
results lower, avoiding swelling phenomena.
Influence of pressing time
The improvements achieved prolonging the pressing time has been displayed in Chap. 4.4.3,
where the strength performances of the QG50 boards results improved by applying 72 h
pressing instead of 24 h. Moreover, Figure 5.3.18 illustrates the mortar strength development
in time of the pure Q, where the bending strength of mortars made by Q at 5 days differs by the
10 days strength of 3 MPa.
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Figure 5.3.18: Bending strength development in time of Q.

Because of the small differences in Q strength development within the 5th and 10th day, bending
tests are performed on boards at 5 days from the manufacturing. The pressing time is increased
up to 72 h, for a total reduction in manufacturing time by 50%. As already mentioned, the
modification of Wv/bv ratio has been done by modifying both binder and wood strands amount,
in order to define the link between the board performances and these parameters. Figure 5.3.19
illustrates the strength development of the boards depending on the Wv/bv ratio in volume.

Figure 5.3.19: Bending strength of 72 h pressed 1.5 mm board, in function of the Wv/bv ratio.

Generally, as for the 2 mm boards, the decreasing Wv/bv ratio in 1.5 mm boards leads to
improved properties of the board. However, as indicated by the trends, the definition of an
optimum range is possible. The maximization of the performances are reached in case of Wv/bv
ratio 4.6-4.9, where independently of the wood and binder modifications, the highest bending
strength is achieved. Moreover, the modification of the amount of binder is more visible in the
board performances, compared to the modification of the wood amount.
Evaluating the optimal area (4.6-4.9 Wv/bv ratio), the performances of the board are more
influenced by the binder modification, as in case of 2 mm boards. The higher density, due to the
increasing amount of binder leads to the improvement of bending strength of the final products.
On the other hand, out of the optimal range, the trend is inverse. The influence of the wood is
more remarkable, in correspondence of Wv/bv ratio 5.2, as well as 4.4. In order to obtain a 5.2
Wv/bv ratio, the amount of binder is reduced, leading to a weaker matrix, due to the insufficient
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thickness of the binder layer around the strands. Moreover, the inhibitory effect of the wood is
more remarkable, due to the different proportion between wood and binder amount.
From the previous analysis, it is possible to maximize the bending strength of the WWHB by
reducing the Wv/bv ratio, within the range of 4.6-4.9 and by increasing the pressing time to 72
h. The modification of those two parameter can lead to a WWHB respecting the requirement,
for thickness and strength also applying 1.5 mm strands. A comparison of the 72 h boards
(tested after 5 days) within the optimum range of Wv/bv ratio and a 24 h boards (tested at 10
days) displays the differences in mechanical strength performances, in Figure 5.3.20. All the
boards are characterized by the same moisture content in the pre-treatment (32-35%), and the
24 h board are characterized by Wv/bv ratio 5.

Figure 5.3.20: Optimization of 1.5 mm fiber WWHB, by reducing the Wv/bv ratio and increasing the pressing time.

As in 2 mm boards, the reduction of the Wv/bv ratio leads to improved properties under the
mechanical point of view. The beneficial effect lays in the thicker binder layer around the fibers,
which improves the interconnection point’s strength. Moreover, the improved bond provided
by the longer pressing time favors the development of high strength interconnection points.
The longer pressing time also favors the development of reaction products, increasing the final
bending strength. The combination of those 2 parameter can lead to an improvement in
bending strength of till 68%, comparing B4.6 72 h with C70 24 h. The low trend displayed by
W4.9 72h is likely due to mistakes during the board manufacture, since the result is not based
on a single board test.
Although the results displays an orientated trend, the identification of the optimal Wv/bv ratio
requires deeper study and greater number of tests on WWHB. Furthermore, the introduction
of longer pressing time can lead to issues concerning the availability of the material within the
market demand. However, it can also provide enough strength improvement to be correctly
tested within 5 instead of 10 days, enhancing the availability of the product on the market.
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Thermal conductivity of WWHB, according to wood/binder ratio
2 mm WWHB

The influence of the Wv/bv ratio on the insulating properties of the board can be evaluated also
by measuring the thermal conductivity. Figure 5.3.21 displays the variation of λ according to
different Wv/bv ratios, by modifying wood and binder amounts.
As for bending strength, the binder amount has a greater impact on the board performances.
Within the 4.6 Wv/bv ratio, the modification of the amount of binder achieved the highest
thermal conductivity, as the binder increment will lead to the formation of a denser matrix. The
reduction of the porous compound (wood in this case), has an improved impact in the overall
trend, for the achievement of a better thermal conductivity (W4.6-2). Comparing the bending
strength results, the optimal Wv/bv ratio can be achieved by 4.6 Wv/bv ratio, since the
performances for both mechanical and insulation properties are maximized. In particular the
modification of the wood amount results in enhanced performances, under both points of view.

Figure 5.3.21: Thermal conductivity behavior of 2 mm WWHB, according to different Wv/bv ratios. Moisture
content applied in pre-treatment is 35%. Pressing time 24 h.

Overcoming the optimal range, the wood influence stars to have an impact on the board
performances more than the binder. For Wv/bv ratio 5.2, the reduction of the binder (B5.2-2)
modifies not only the mechanical strength (Figure 5.3.17), but also the thermal conductivity of
the board. The absence of a dense matrix favors the total porosity of the board and results in a
better insulating board. On the other hand, the increment of wood (W5.2-2) increases also the
micro-porosity provided by the wood strands, but it fills the total porosity of the board,
resulting in a higher density (413 kg/m3 for B5.2-2 against 464 kg/m3 of W5.2-2). Reducing the
overall porosity the thermal performances of the board are worsen as well.
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1.5 mm WWHB

As for the 2 mm boards, also the thermal conductivity of 1.5 mm boards, in function of the Wv/bv
ratio has been measured. Figure 5.3.22 illustrates the values for boards characterized by both
binder and wood modification, alternatively.

Figure 5.3.22: Thermal conductivity of 1.5 mm WWHB, in function of different Wv/bv ratio. Moisture content
applied in pre-treatment is 35%. Pressing time 72 h.

For 1.5 mm hybrid boards, the optimal range for the maximization of the bending strength has
been defined for Wv/bv ratio between 4.6 and 4.9 (normal recipe has Wv/bv ratio 5). Evaluating
the same area for the thermal conductivity, it is clear that optimal values for λ are also obtained
within this range. The W series (boards characterized by different wood amount and constant
amount of binder) results in the lowest thermal conductivity values. The reduction of the
amount of wood can contribute to the thermal conductivity by increasing the total porosity of
the board. Figure 5.3.23 describes the void volume into the board in function of the Wv/bv ratio
for the W series.

Figure 5.3.23: Air volume of WWHB in function of the Wv/bv ratio applied. Moisture content applied in pretreatment is 35%. Pressing time 72 h.

Considering the “Free volume wood” series, there is a linear relation between the Wv/bv ratio
and the void volume. The lower the wood volume applied (lower Wv/bv ratio), the higher the
air volume will be. Consequently, the increasing of the air volume of the board might slightly
decrease the bending strength, but it will also influence the insulation performances, due to the
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greater air cavity created. On the other hand, the modification of the amount of binder is not
leading to remarkable differences in the final void volume. The binder, although applied in the
WWHB manufacture in a greater mass (184 g) than the wood-wool (138 g) corresponds to a
smaller volume (6.44E-05 m3 against 0.000335 m3, respectively), due to the high density. The
influence of this compound on the void volume is thus minimum, as the variation in the applied
binder does not correspond to a significant increase of the total solid volume of the board.
In particular, the board W4.6-1.5 represents the optimal combination of mechanical strength
and insulation properties (2.4 MPa and 0.085 W/mK). Same phenomenon is observed for Wv/bv
ratio 4.4, where the lower amount of wood increase the air volume in the board, more than the
modification of the binder amount. The binder density creates a denser matrix, favoring the
heat transfer. Finally, in case of Wv/bv ratio 5.2 the modification of the wood amount creates
the opposite effect: the increment of the wood volume reduces the overall porosity of the board,
creating a denser matrix, thanks to the higher number of fibers applied. Figure 5.3.20 displays
that in case of Wv/bv ratio 5.2, a greater thermal conductivity can be achieved by reducing the
binder amount, as the void volume of the board is less affected. This data is confirmed in Figure
5.3.19, where the board B5.2-1.5 results in a lower thermal conductivity compared to W5.2-1.5.
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6 Conclusions
The analysis of Alkali activated binders (AAB) in combination with wood has been performed.
From the study the following conclusions can be drawn:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

AAB both characterized by high and low calcium content displays an inhibitory effect when
mixed with glucose (0.2%). This behavior, typical for OPC, is causing a reduction of the
cumulative heat released by 30% in case of AAB and 17% in case of OPC. The affection of
the AAB is involving both the dissolution peak and the reaction behavior, hence, an AAB
system is more effected compared to an OPC system (Chapter 3.7.1).
Presence of Limestone powder (LP) enhances the properties of the AAB system, as for
cement. Evidences of the reaction acceleration indicates a shorter induction period and a
higher heat release during the main reaction (Chapter 3.7.2).
Manufacture of a 100% wood-wool alkali board (WWAB) cannot be performed with the
tested materials. The possible reasons are linked with the performance of the Q in strength
development, since it reach only 16 MPa in 10 days (mortars), against the 40 MPa of the
OPC in the same time frame. The inconstant pH does not allow the complete dissolution of
the particles, as well as the wood is affecting the reaction due to its water and cation
absorption.
Application of hybrid system (HS) in WWHB is possible for a replacement of OPC of 50%,
without any modifications to the traditional recipe for the board manufacture (Chapter
4.4).
The application of a high calcium content cementitious binder like W (OPC white) ensures
the manufacture of a board within 24 h and respect the standard thickness requirements
and required bending strength. The improved performances, in comparison with a low
calcium content systems lies in the production of greater amount of gel, within a shorter
time frame. Due to the application of the HS into WWHB, the binder need a fast reaction, in
order to achieve the standards requirements within 24 h (Chapters 4.4.1-4.4.2-4.4.3).
The introduction of the HS leads to enhanced properties, due to the positive effect of OPC
on the pH level of the mixture. The pH drop, typical of AAB is not detected and the pH level
stays constant, favoring the dissolution of the particle and thus the formation of a denser
matrix (Chapter 4.2.2).
The different reaction of the AAB implies the application of the binder by using a slurry, in
WWHB. This, does not respect the standard methodology for the production of WWCB,
where the OPC is sprinkled on the wet wood. In AAB, the activator has to be homogeneously
spread into the paste, so that the pH increases globally and the dissolution of particles is
enhanced. The application of a small amount of superplasticizer (SP) has a beneficial effect
on the viscosity of the paste and allow, as for OPC, an improved distribution without the
increment of water/binder ratio (Chapter 4.1.4).
In case of HS with replacement of OPC higher than 50% an evaluation of the wood influence
has to be performed. The reaction mechanism of the AAB results unsuccessful if the water
absorption of the wood is too high. The phenomenon involving OH- ion migration, leads to
the inhomogeneous reaction of the paste and the consequent inefficient hardening of the
binder. A pre-treatment of the wood strands by applying moisture content of 35% reduces
the water absorption improving the reaction of the AAB. This threshold value represent the
optimum for the manufacture of a board 70% AAB and 30% OPC. For application of higher
amount of AAB the optimal moisture content into the fibers has to be evaluated, as it is
function of the AAB amount (Chapter 5.3).
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

The utilization of 2 mm width fibers enhances and ensures the performances of the WWHB
70-30% compared to 1.5 mm. The use of the same amount of binder for a lower volume of
wood strands leads to the reduction of the wood/binder volume ratio and a stronger
matrix. The mechanical strength provided by the optimized 2 mm fiber board is around 3
MPa, while the 1.5 mm fiber board slightly overcomes the 1.7 MPa. This is affected by the
fact that the distribution of the binder on a lower surface area improves the binder layer
thickness and thus the interconnection point’s strength (Chapter 5.3.3).
The wood/binder volume ratio has a direct relation on the performances of the boards,
dependently on the fiber width. Moreover, different influence is shown in case of
modification of binder amount and wood amount. Although for both the types the optimal
range for the Wv/bv is between 4.6 and 4.9, the modification of the wood amount seems to
be less affected the performances of the board, leading to a high bending strength also
outside this optimal range (Chapter 5.3.5).
The manufacture of WWHB by replacing 50% grey OPC is also possible by increasing the
pressing time till 72 h. The wider time frame allows a greater development of reaction
products without the modification of the distance among fibers, resulting in stronger
interconnection points (Chapter 4.4.3).
The increasing bending strength after 72 h pressing is leading to a higher formation of
reaction products, testified by an increment of the thermal conductivity and heat capacity.
The denser matrix favors the transition of heat, providing a board less efficient under the
insulation point of view (Chapter 4.4.4).
The manufacture of a 1.5 mm board 70-30% is possible by increasing the pressing time till
72 h, and testing the bending strength performance can be tested at 5 days. The application
of different wood/binder ratio defines the application of 4.6 wood/binder ratio as
optimum, by increasing the binder amount more than decreasing the wood (Chapter 5.3.7).
The manufacture of a WWHB provides higher performances by using 2 mm strands. The
replacement of CEM I 52.5 R White is possible till a maximum of 70%, satisfying
requirements for bending strength and insulation properties. Moreover, the application of
a high calcium content binder ensures the manufacture within 24 h. The optimal moisture
content for the correct reaction of the alkali activator is set at 35%, during the pretreatment, while maximum strength performances are achieved for wood/binder volume
ratio of 4.6-4.9.
Both thermal and sound absorption properties of the WWHB with replacement of 70% are
comparable with commercial available WWCB, although with a lower environmental
impact (Chapter 5.3.4).
The beneficial effect, under an environmental point of view, can be evaluated by estimating
the CO2 footprint of a single board. The evaluation is based only on the contribution of the
binders applied. Data concerning the environmental impact of the binders manufacture
applied in this study is provided in figure 6.1.1.
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Figure 6.1.1: CO2 production during the manufacture of cementitious and AABs (Keulen, 2015).

The estimation of the binder impact has been done based on the amounts necessary for a 15 x
20 cm board manufacture. Table 6.1.2 illustrates the amount of CO2 produced in case of pure
AAB or pure OPC, but also concerning the hybrid systems QW50 and QW70.
Table 6.1.2: Calculation of the environmental impact of the binder used during the board manufacture.

100 % W
100% Q
50-50 QW
70-30 QW

CEM I 52.5 RW
[g]

Eco-binder Q
[g]

CO2 production
[CO2 kg/ton]

CO2 for a
board
[kg]

Reduction rate
[%]

0.184
0.092
0.1288

0.184
0.092
0.0552

930
100
515
349

0.171
0.018
0.095
0.064

89.25
44.62
62.47

Comparing the data with the CO2 produced by using 100% white OPC, the boards manufacture
involving the hybrid systems can reduce the environmental impact from 44% till 62%. As
already mentioned in this study, the manufacture of 100% wood wool alkali activated board is
not possible. However, the potential of AAB in lowering the environmental impact of OPC, by
maintaining similar performances is clear. Further researches can lead to the optimization of
the 100% Q board manufacture, providing almost the 90% lower CO2 footprint.
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7 Further researches
The study provides information for the manufacture of a WWHB. However, some
recommendations are necessary in order to maximize the performances of the board.
1.

The analysis the board behavior is based on a single test, due to equipment and material
availability. However, a more detailed study can be provided by testing 3 different board
and evaluating their average results.
2. Information concerning compounds into the AAB, as well as alkali activators applied can
define the nature of the reaction products created. In AAB the type of reaction products is
mainly linked to the type of activator applied.
3. The XRD analysis of the HS reaction products can be performed by applying a quantification
tool, in order to have specific information on the amounts of crystalline phases produced.
4. The amorphous phases of the HS can be also studied by using FTIR, so to quantify the gel
formation and their nature.
5. The pH level has to be evaluated for replacement rates of OPC lower than 80%. The stability
of the pH level ensures a higher dissolution rate in the AAB, increasing the amount of
reaction products. The beneficial effect of the pH has been proved in this study till 80%.
6. The increment in the binder reaction speed can be deeper study, by reducing the PSD of the
binder, or applying limestone powder (LP). The beneficial effect of the latter is also
displayed by calorimeter analysis in this study.
7. The definition of the optimal moisture content is based on the OPC replacement, due to the
high water absorption of the AAB. In case of rate of replacement lower than 70% the
optimal moisture content can shift, increasing the amount of water necessary in the pretreatment. Increasing the amount of AAB, the water necessary for the homogeneous
distribution of the activator will also increase.
8. The optimal moisture content of 35% is not analyzed in case of dry method manufacture.
The absence of a slurry can lead to an insufficient amount of water available for the
reaction, leading to a wrong manufacture.
9. The reduction of the wood wool water absorption can be done by introducing alternative
treatments. It can provide an improved limitation of the wood water absorption, and thus
of the ions migration.
10. The influence of the wood/binder volume ratio can be further studied. The utilization of
the ratio wood volume/board volume can provide an improved understanding of the board
performances according to this parameter.
11. The rule of waterglass in the board manufacture can be evaluated. This compound can lead
to a further activation of the AAB, improving the interfacial transition zone (ITZ), or an
excessive alkaline environment in the wood, damaging the strands.
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10 Appendix
10.1 WWHB 80-20%
A further increment in the OPC replacement can be applied to WWHB, by using 80% AAB (Q)
and 20% OPC (W). Due to the high water absorption of the binder, the moisture content into
the fibers will be proportional to the Q amount. So the higher the AAB replacement the higher
is the pre-treatment moisture content necessary for the activation of the binder.
Bending strength in function of fibers moisture content
The design of a new recipes for 80-20% HS has been done, according to different moisture
content after wood pre-treatment. The recipe used is based on the same cases (different water
amount) applied in the 70-30% case, as illustrated in Table 10.1.1.
Table 10.1.1: Applied moisture content in 80-20% WWHB.

Board

Pretreatment[g]

Total
[g]

Tot moisture
pretreatment[g]

Tot
moisture
content [g]

PT
moisture
rate [%]

Total
moisture
rate [%]

C80-1.5

100

231.2

107.4

238.6

32.3

71.8

D80-1.5

125

281.2

132.4

263.6

39.8

79.3

E80-1.5

150

301.2

157.4

288.6

47.4

86.8

F80-1.5

175

331.2

182.4

313.6

54.9

94.3

The consequent boards’ recipes has been derived as in case of 70-30% WWHB, in Chap. 5.3.2.
Table 10.1.2 displays the compounds amount necessary for the manufacture.
Table 10.1.2: 80-20% WWHB recipes, depending on the pre-treatment moisture content
Pretreatment
water
[g]

Slurry
water
[g]

After
wetting
water
[g]

Binder
[g]

Wood
[g]

SP*
[g]

Waterglass*
[g]

C80-1.5

100

101.2

30

184.0

138.0

4.4

4.4

D80-1.5

125

101.2

30

184.0

138.0

4.4

4.4

E80-1.5

150

101.2

30

184.0

138.0

4.4

4.4

F80-1.5

175

101.2

30

184.0

138.0

4.4

4.4

Strands size
[mm]

Although, the board respect the thickness requirements bending strength performances are
below the reference of 2 MPa. Figure 10.1.3 illustrates the results based on the pre-treatment
moisture content. The WWHB characterized by 80% replacement cannot be comparable with
WWCB, as the mechanical strength achieved is not enough.
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Figure 10.1.3: 80-20% WWHB bending strength test, in function of the moisture content applied in the
pretreatment.

The 80-20% boards represent the borderline for the amount of AAB replacement. The boards
are correctly manufactured, since they respect the standard thickness requirements of 15 mm.
However, they result in a low bending strength, ranging between 0.81 and 0.64 MPa. Due to the
respect of the required thickness, the binder seems to be correctly reacted and able to keep
together the wood wool strands. Therefore, a possible explanation for the low performances of
the board can be the low final strength of the binder. As shown in table 5.3.15, the mortars
manufactured with Q are able to reach 17 MPa within 10 days. Considering the OPC, within 10
days already 75-80% of the total strength development is reached (in case of CEM I 52.5 R white
40 MPa). The different strength development of these binders can lead to the conclusion that Q
cannot provide enough strong interconnection points if applied as pure in a wood wool alkali
board (WWAB). The different types of reaction products do not allow the fulfillment of the
mechanical strength requirements.
Although the influence of the binder performance compared to OPC, a possible reason for a low
mechanical strength could depend on the high dilution of alkali activator applied by using high
amounts of water. In this case the binder will reach by developing an incompletely reacted
matrix. Moreover the high water/binder ratio lead to a porous structure, unable to bear great
loads. However, it is not possible to define a precise trend involving the moisture content and
the mechanical strength.
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10.2 WWHB manufacture resume

Binder
mixture
name
QG
NG
QW
WWHB
50-50%
1.5 mm
fibers

NW
QGIII
QGIIK
QGII
QG
A70-1.5
B70-1.5

WWHB
70-30%
Mc analysis
1.5 mm
fibers

C70-1.5
D70-1.5
E70-1.5
F70-1.5
A70-2

WWHB
70-30%
Mc analysis
2 mm
fibers

B70-2
C70-2
D70-2
E70-2

WWHB
70-30%
W/b ratio
analysis
2 mm
fibers

B5.2-2
W5.2-2
B4.6-2
W4.6 -2

Binder
mixture
content
50% Q,
50% G
50% N,
50% G
50% Q,
50% W
50% N,
50% W
50% Q and
50% GIII
50% Q,
30% GII
and 20% K
50% Q and
50% GII
50% Q,
50% G
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W

Pretreatment
moisture
content

Pressing
time
[h]

Chapter

5

20%

24

4.4

0.082

5

20%

24

4.4

3.6

0.081

5

20%

24

4.4

-

-

5

20%

24

4.4

-

-

5

20%

48

4.4

2.5

-

5

20%

48

4.4

2.1

-

5

20%

48

4.4

3.6

0.091

5

20%

72

4.4

0.7

0.069

5

20%

24

5.3

1.3

0.071

5

27%

24

5.3

1.4

0.108

5

32%

24

5.3

1.7

0.085

5

40%

24

5.3

1.0

0.072

5

47%

24

5.3

1.1

0.089

5

55%

24

5.3

3.1

0.085

4.9

35%

24

5.3

1.7

0.082

4.9

44%

24

5.3

2.0

0.076

4.9

48%

24

5.3

1.0

0.079

4.9

26%

24

5.3

1.6

0.089

4.9

30%

24

5.3

1.9

0.081

5.2

35%

24

5.3.5

2.7

0.084

5.2

35%

24

5.3.5

2.2

0.084

4.6

35%

24

5.3.5

3

0.083

4.6

35%

24

5.3.5

Bending
strength
[MPa]

Thermal
conductivity
[W/mK]

w/b
ratio

1.3

0.101

2.6

100

Appendix

B4.9-1.5
W4.9-1.5
WWHB
70-30%
W/b ratio
analysis
1.5 mm
fibers

B4.6-1.5
W4.6-1.5
B5.2-1.5
W5.2-1.5
B4.4-1.5
W4.4-1.5
C80-1.5

WWHB
80-20%
Mc analysis
1.5 mm
fibers

D80-1.5
E80-1.5
F80-1.5

70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
70% Q,
30% W
80% Q,
20% W
80% Q,
20% W
80% Q,
20% W
80% Q,
20% W

2.2

0.088

4.9

35%

72

5.3.6

1.6

0.081

4.9

35%

72

5.3.6

2.4

0.086

4.6

35%

72

5.3.6

2.3

0.083

4.6

35%

72

5.3.6

0.7

0.08

5.2

35%

72

5.3.6

1.7

0.088

5.2

35%

72

5.3.6

1.0

0.085

4.4

35%

72

5.3.6

1.8

0.083

4.4

35%

72

5.3.6

0.81

-

5

32%

24

10.1

0.74

-

5

40%

24

10.1

0.74

-

5

47%

24

10.1

0.67

-

5

55%

24

10.1
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